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7Other Changes In Making_
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Okays Wage Hike

a ikkai4R

•

WASHINGTON API The Senate is - hour on Jan. 1, 1978, to $2.90 on Jan. I,
A companion minimum wage bill
considering further •changes in the ;4979, to $3.15an hour on Jan. 1,1990 and
Pasied by the Home on Sept. 15 would
minimum wage law after voting to
to $3,40 an hour on Jan. 1, 1981.
increase the _minimum_ to $2.65 Jan. 1,
_
•4
increase the preselit11-.30-an-honifloor
A key supporter of the pleb said a
1978, to $2.85 on Jan. 1, 1,979 ary to $3.05
br$1.10 over the next four years. .
Worker supporting a nonfarin fa yàt" • on Jan. 1, 1980..
•
•
The vote Thursday for higher wages
four through a fulltime minimum wage
biffereo-ces in the two'bills will have
- was the second congressional victory of lob Iii 1981 would fall-5 per cent tinder' to be wo;ked out in a }use-Senate
. -The day.10T-OrgattlZettlabilr_; Farlier..1-lbefilifecallpaiverik level,
conference Committee. ------the ,1;louse acted to make it easier to • -Continuing work on the bill today,the
Meanwhile, business lobbyists said .
.cirgahize workers and to punish
Senate scheduled T votes on a
they would try to force changes in the •
a
'companies that break the law to keep
controversial proposal • for a lower
Senate- in the House-Passed labor low
for
.4a3i will Riedi,Moerkati,
t.magersanti_a_Plan _
iminns °ILL
otert,76-14 for A,-plan to. _ toinake higger eusinessesexemptfrow.--:.-workersinto miens against their will.
tncrease the minimum wage to $2,65 an
paying the Minimum wage. ••
The House vote shows the country is
4
"heading toward a labor-controlled
goVefinnent similes...AV that of ,fhe'
•
United Kingdom," said Clarence B.
Randall of the National Action
.Committee on Labor Law Reform.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Counsel called thg_bill "labors first victory-in
•
the labor relations area in 42 years,A _member of a hospital board-mho
Poston told. The Murray...Ledar & and_ busineii spokesmen cortcecled
labor had wortaIlihe
t sought on t issue
T
Times today that the opinion had been
tided as a reinpensated legal counsel
AftEhlD AOC SESSIONS -- Calloway County Gratit Court -Clerk Frances Shea (center) sits with two principal
AFL-CIO President George Meany
for the board would face a "strong
requested because traditionally the
speakers
during the Thursday and today Administration Office of the Courts(AOC)sessions at Murray State Univerhospital
board
member
appointed by - said after -the .257-163 vote that the
possibility ef a common law conflict of
sity. To Mrs. Shea's left is John Kearns, Harrison County, president of Kentucky Cireuit Clerks' Association,and to her
PetnocEstie leadership hadprevaijed in
interest," according to an opinion of the
the local bar associition had .also
right
of- AOC Over 160 circuit clerks, their deputies and others effected by the coiri-chan0-are
Da-S4,
state Attorney.General's office,-issued
served as the board's legal counsel; ...'Colliftes6-7In the face of the outrageous
_ at .the. request of.Stuartostori,- wijbautadditkaiat pay. ..: -- - '----' --hes--amf- distortions about the bill used - - attendingffie sessions-that end this afternoon..- •
by righting epponeVta ..,. _who were
o
- _now by.towell Aidi le),
Murray-Calloway County
The-board has been consideriog,the
administrator.
possibility of compensating the
• Backers of the measure said it now is
attorney for the additional workload
AOC Head Says:
-me--epinliffn,
creating -hylikligeiving as the board's_ cheaper-for anti-urrion companies to
-byT-Walter C.
violate
'Herdinan, assistant deputy attorney
labor
obey
them,
to
laws
thin
lawyer,- but the question arose as to
*bailer or nor trito would. unioive-1-7-z-because there -aren't-penalties strong •
general, also noted•thatio.tivitTotsucii
•
a nature could involve the questkin.of
,
enough_to outweigh the goal of keeping ;T
unions out.
legal ethics and should be referred to
.
Local attorney Harold Hart is the
- The bill would call for financial. , - the.. _Kentucky _
current board member appointed by
../
penalties against-labor law violators
Cominittee for consideration.
the bar association. .
The head of the office regulating -,. work. A comment That' I hear often is,
of statewide Meetings during ,--die
and grant reinstatement with double
Kentucky's Court .change says the
'This is not going to be as bad as I"
a.
and fall, reconvened' this"back pay to workers fired' illegally
,,
district court system cannot be ,thought.'," Davis said.
morning.
during
a
Woo
xganizingeffort.
"We
Jan.
are1,
come
instituting
Txpectedto work perfectly
a
number
•
of
Five workshops this afternottri are
.._
....
-- The measure -also
-for worker
bookkeeping -changes' for elerksTatat-'Mated'ItidearMth nee procedures for
1978. 'Compensation in cases in which
actually are conserving theit time _ _circuit and district courts, , felony______
- eThis is the largest court change in
employes vote for union representation..-f.-_'
because; under the old system, whete -pretirnina6,,
ititentuelty government. It
the
Instoty
- 'hearings, sinall claims,
but Their company unlawfully refuses.te
uris, criminal. and
- -Init- .--ru
-citi'llierfaelly•Ati''ellteklialiid-SS--filei-shotat---5. twpottW=---7--tileff
under the new system they'll have 15."
Davis, director 'of the
Bill
January,'
juvenile
matters,
tfaffic
criminal
In addition, unions or businesses
TheKiwanis Club of Murray held its
Humphrey, J. D. Rayburn, Joe Fi.ost
Kentucky Administrative Dflice al.the _ , -Davia-esttratatedliwcost-ortne-enurt_.-..eourtssifdappaals, tape recording and Atand
gitilayor
repeated
labor
Officer Installaticin Watnqiiet Thursday, and
la
-W- Courts (AOC),told the Murray Ledger
Starks.
-- system statewide at million per year.. . legorie .procedures arid the uniform
could be barred
October 6 at 'the
Perfect _attendance tabs were • - violationt
Howe in
generate33.5 • accounting system. . '
- He add the system
leiTimes.Tttursilayefternoon..• -'
g edoral coin:farts for up--to
presented by.Secretary -Beatty to itte-- .-_,,...."vin-_,.6 htilleft:
•
- •-•
'
,_ - • 171a virwas -in- Mili-raly directirigethe
-'
'
.'),Iiialir_*rie.,s_...o.f._11aC_Scc-sloiLs .A.M....,.
.
.
--St' Governor "ColonOl'i Sam
following membeii:-Ib:- 'Rayburn, 25 - 4 1......' 7vaL 31''
the AOC sessions, the St of a series ' slated in November and December. i first of a two day series of sessions on
¼.
,
. ..
. _ . . _. -Swearingen at DiViStat ik of 'the
_, .„
Years; Arlia'Srott4 16 Years Harold- -' -.`
- : the coeH ehange for loealeircalt--tourt .•
-- ".- - -. " • ' -.'
-'
Kentucky-Tennessee District •, of
Eversmeyer, 13 years, Maurice -•
•
clerkt, their deputies and Others-Humphrey, 11 years; Robert Daniel 5
Kivranis International Was the featured
- ' effected by the court change. - '
speaker and installed the new officers. - - years; Perry Cavitt, & years; and
district Court
Kentucky
. .Vtches to a . .
.
Durwood Beatty,4 years. •
The 1977-78 officers are: President Ross
'*
nuary, resulting in the
- system in
a4
Wilder Vice-President Allen Russell,
a Nlishment •of City traffic, courts,
'
The ldgfiligtit-of-theleiretlinglegellte- •
Mreivenity --DIrry766r-jffraffrif, affd
magisterial courts --iFir qiiiiiiiii"
Set
naming of Perry ' Cavitt as. the
Treasurer John Mikulcik. Board of
.
• cotirts.
"Kiwanian of the Year" an honor voted
directors are: Perry Cavity Robert
"It'll take us subsiantial time after
Calloway County Health Department
by his fellow Kiwanidns. ,
- Daniel, Harold Eversmeyer, Maurice
has scheduled another flu shot clinic at-- - - JanuarY to work out the details. We expect, after Jan. 1, a9.14acourt begins
the local facility on Monday, Oct. 10,
- •
•
_te_ineetjteLliteee_theiroblems. Then-.
beginning-at-1ihm,_____
we eau take those to the legislature and .
Set to .rurr from 1-p.m. to.i.4- pAn.
_try to work them,out,"Dav-IS-Said. _
Monday, the clinic is geared toward
. .
••
-:Persmis-ever-65-, aLleet/a is
a.
the, beginning -of the . AOC meeting
depactrrOt speltesinart. Victoria,Hong
---Kong-ittld-Typew-kand-13-Ataccines-will-----Thurgda.
said.he rhaa gotten _"Positive"
-•
__be administered,. the spgkeszigip)aid.
_feedback from circuit clerks on The
The department is located at 701 Olive
• teturt_aystem. -"They're saying it will
, •
;Street in Murray. - -

Hospital Board Gets Opinion

On Attomey-MemberAs

Court Won't Work Perfectly
•

Kiwanians Install Officers.

VV.*

Flu Shot. ClinI•C
me
.ndar

_,---_

Mir

- Jobless Rate At
7 Percent Level
WASHINGTON (AP)
bon s
unemployment rate -has been _hovering
stubbornly at the 7 per cent level since
April and Carter _administration
officials say .thy expect little
significant improvement dining the
rest of the year.
MAN OF THE YEAR --•Perry-Cavitt(second from left) received_ the"Man
With the Labor Departthent
of fhe_Year award from iGwanis secretary Durward Beatty (left). at the-Cf.-- ----the--iiiiertipt
oyffielt- figures tOcTa) for
firer installation banquet of the Murray iGwanis Club. looking on are inSeptembert economists predicted little
coming president Ross Wilder and-Distriet-tt Governor Sam Sivearingerr.- - -:.--Thange-trom the 7.1 per cenrnguire of
August.
The admioistratIon had been
counting on
enacted job creating
Programs to bring the rate down to
between 815 per cent and 6.8 per cent by
year's end.'But recent large layoffs in
steel.and other industries could Offset
• 'the effects of these programs.
President Carter, whet came under
heavy • criticism from civil rights
leaders -when the August jobless-rate
was s unced, has indicated a
'comprom e is likely within a few days
on the c
oversial r Humphre,Hawkins "full mployment" bill. Four
out of vevery 10 black youths were.
reported out of Work in August.
-ThrHiffripliceja-liawkins bill, a major
plank in the 1976 Democratic platfarrfn
and a top priority of labor and blacks,
.would require the governaent
reduce uneMploymerit to 4 per cent
within three years, using pubin
employment programs if necessary
Opposition from Republicans and
conhervatives has stalledibecneasure
in Congress.
•
NEW BpARD MEMBERS -qt. Governor Sam Swearingen (kft)with the
Carter told the Congressional Black
installed
newly
&Sawa of Directors albeMorrarryirawittiek lettto right
Caucus last month his Advisers wi;i
e'
:
-Robe*asetielp-batrelliberalltarfli,dawderr4lawsP!NTVP—Swyritordtti440tf
pictured are Roy-Starke,foe Rose, and Paul Sturm. compromise on the bill.

416
.0CKY

j

let

fit
e
v • 4lig

ecept40

•

Meanwhile, one
the nation's
leading . Torivate economists warned
Thursday that the -inflation rate may
rise to 7.5 per cent next year because of
new governmefit actions in agriculture
and other areas.
The nation's inflation rate-of about
7• - •
_
per cent this year "is more likely to
-Association-receatty-awar=--.
habilitation
----NOrrACCESSIKT----kemicbrhe
accelerate than dicelerate --between
•cled the.city of Murray its "Aecess Award" acknowledging the city's, connow ‘iiih---t9t97--t even,.
_the. sirtitTiblnithattterfrff an* on tee couffstpLirk. Ift cummemoratiment---7-continuaboridr-a slowly recovering
. the award, Mayor John Ed Scott,-recently posed with association represeneconomy" said Arthur M. Okun, a
Hrookin-gs Institution economist and
tatives, Connie Talent and Gerri Yancy, plus a handicapped person, Jerry
chairman of the Council of Economic
Burkeeti, local bookkeeper.
„Advisers under fortner President
Photo by Lowell Atchley.
t
lide
.endaognoJ
.Johnson His comments were in
an address to the Economic Club of
inside today
In, another econotnic development
Thursday, the Labor Department said
One Section- 18 Pages
wholesale prices rose by five-tenths of 1
per cent in September after three.
'Het L Beltimere,'_ a three act play,.oilened last night at
Months ottleclines or little change.
the Murray State University Theatre. For a_review of the
Wholesale prices usually show up at
opening night performance,hum to page 14.
,the retail level andithe new.priee rise
could mean an mid to the moderation in
consumer prices' inereages this past
summer'. But a government economist
said there is little evidence that retail
Chile& rage .
food prioeswilibegin spiraling again.
.1-1, 16. 1,
Classifieds
In other developments:
,
14
Crossword
today
cloudiness
InCteasing
- -The' United Mine Workers Union
15
Comics
. with.chance -of showers late this'
-mild the coal industry opened contract
4
Dear Abbt
:-.4fternoon, high, in the- mid to
talks; with industry's chief spokesman
_ . • Deaths&Funerats
.18
•
. Rain. _- •
-upper
saying the union faces -extinction if
,2
Horoscope
thfftiderstorms. tonight 'and
wildcat strikes can't be stopped.
2,3,4 •
Local Seeoe '
Satiirday, occasionally heavy at
.--Chrysler Corp.• announced price
_upper:7.
Page
.1[7/pinion
5
iti,the
tonight
low
times.
increases on its 1978 cars of an average
"rola
-50s. High-Saturday upper 60s to
Sports it
, 8354, nr stiler rent, overlast tear's
•
it
-• TN.Page •
• law 70W-----models. Th hike; lir- -Tine with
4- •
40
;
41
0
:
"--477
General Motors and Ford.
•
•

chance
of
showers

today'sindex

a
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Edwards Home Is

Your Individual
Horoscope

Miss Jean Ann Vick Wed
o Mr. Crawford At Church

Frances Drake

FOR S-ATURDAi',OCTOBER 11, 1277 ,
What kind of day will
CAPRICORN
. tomorrow be? To find out what
ArDec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
the stars say, read the forecast
Mixed influences. in some.
Miss Jean Arm Vick- and
• -given for your birth Sign.
areas you will have to
..be ex,
Wayne Crawford were
Dennis
tremeiy conservative - notably
ARI1ES
gr
in budgetary matters. mothers. .. united in marriage on Friday,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 24) '.r--1
yowcan-art wittigus1(3.1ffuple September 9, in the garden-of
Keen Perception. will be,
Broadway United Methodist
'Important now: You mai . YOU tf: ledge. ,
Church of Paducah.
.Suddenly get a brand new sla ' -AQUARIUS '
.........1".•
,on a puzzling job situation. .
1Jan. 21 tt Feb. 19) —
The Reverend Hubert
'
.:1AURUS
-, He
,
w
:' Orient yourself to beneficial Sanderson, grandfather pf the
f Ape.. 21 to May 21) changing conditions. Take a bride, officiated at the doubletiew_Agferings may attract
- long, hard,- objective look-and
you, but do not rgive up old
come to.a realistic appraisal_ ring ceremony. • •
The bride is the daughter of
projects of value. In those fields
From this you can pattern
.future activities with accuracy. Mr. and Mrs. John P. Vick of
in which you are trained and for
which you have a liking, you
Paducah,and the groom is the
PtscEs
• XC
may well speed ahead now. .
-son of Mr. and Mrs. Iris
GEANI
. ..._ mpg_ - '1Feb. 20 to Mar.-244Even though you have Crawford of Murray.
4May 22 to lune 21) _
remarkable ifitulffilit, don't•
Escorted to - the garden'
Review - each -plan for
on it alone. Back it up fontain by her tallier, the
originality, method of execution
with facts and proper Un- bride was given in marriage
AND follow-tip. Astute action
derstanding of all situations.- can make any sincere endeavor
by her narenta. On-each-side of
• easier, register gains faster.
lighted fOunfain were
the
•
YOU BORN TODAY are
CANCER
baskets of yellow roses,
_
unusually
versatile
• (June 22 to July 23) 130
especitIlly alms creative lines;
pompoms, white satin bows..
Don't try to force issues. Wait
are imaginative, intuitive and
• -• -out possible trying moments Bride's Dress •
- euteteedleftlY well',R94sed• You _
- not.
The bride &Ince a floor7
philosophically. Day needs 'tardy miss out on good op:. Aeugui dress of white eyelet,
a, Portunities because you are embroidery with a scoop
patience,
always on the lookout for them
.sense of humor.'
Your-Perceptiveness, _ neckline, snort, sleeyes, and
_foresightednesa and -ability to belted waist featuring a cir(July 24 to Aug. 23)
"separate the chaff from the
cigar pleated skirt. She wore a
. A n.w enralict made now
whea.
t"There
eie are mank fields ' yellow silk rose and baby's
could be diverting, as well as
"...in which you could succeed -if,
thought-provoking.. In tact.
in her hair. The open •
of course, you are properly
br.eath..
• should find personal relationBible she carried Was topped
•
- •
- ships- - 'in' general- highly -- educated and"Ike tile best use-arrangement--ofarrangement
- of your potentiallties-.--Notable
yellow
PY an-arrangement--ofanstimulating.
among
them
are
art,
music,
accented
by floorthe
silk
roses
VIRGO
theater. the law,- statesman- length green satin streamers
. (Aug. 24- to Sept. 23') WP
ship, medicine, -invention and
with miniature silk rosebuds
Your intuition in fine working
A liocid day for
hterature- Birthaate"d•
-red in the love knots.
Hay, early...Amer. statesman; .
-:---,capitalizing on unusual ideas,
L: Goode Served
Mrs. S
GaiY,
experimenting generally_
'as the matron of honor. She
" LIBRA
wore a floor length victorian
2t.to-OcX-Zr Andress enhanced by a' blue and
, Some plans may have to be
uylou
White -.flocked_.-4=041314e.tel!tIler -10W-Ws4•4:Ler;
-' not. Be patient and composed,
overlaying white satin with
- for you may well profit by...tbeblue velvet ribbons.She worse
:- change. Keep your ,sense of
a blue wide brimined hat with
humor sharp..
a white satin ribbon. She
• SCORPIO
carried4a nosegay of yellow (cock. 24'to-Nov..22) rn'*
roses, blue and yellow pomr, • As with Libra, you may face
-some unexpected changes-now,
poms, baby's breath and
yellow ribbons.
-;-and-trie,day will-ceciainly have
- .- some tantalizing moments. But
Jed McClain, of Alton,
take all ui stride, emphasize
Illinois, served as best man.
serenity.
UShers were Joey West and
46YEINAGelr°
VII4Q CAN
W"T
2050
MAKE NEN FgrENPS
• SAGI1TARIUS
aetiol;).
ePr -.1s c,nrcA-cuccicuLAre
Steve Vick. Music was
AtTrip-ktE4
9C/400t
5Ay,• ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
provided by Darrell E.
pApioyzthir az pRAmATics cu.'s
not'become- fruatTated
likATING "TEAM.
5E121E1'5 CR
' Crawford.
Miss
Patsy
over delays, disappointments or
TpE N 7HE y CAN 'N‘• E THE WHoLE
4.crsons wha_get .in-.
3eur way, momp;,,oNyE AFTE
.
moo
,
Crawford kept the _guest
A. MUG
regisl
.AO`raPi
WitiV
OFb 47;7%4 C,cia
g.7';s
-•posure: you can overcome them
REception
ALNE AND To MAKE
-all.
0.1450M.
Following the ceremony a

,

y

•

•_
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•
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S
_ BEAUTY SALON
,•

Dixieland Center On Chestnut

.0pen Tues.-Sat.
Drop--ln'S-Welcome!

759-1800
For Appomtment

We Carry,
Vidatgassoorr
& REDKIN

Pottertown Hornemakers Club Has
.
111 eettng At The Colonial House

Ola Outland, president of 31:10-31 and the-though:
the P-ottertawn Homemakers-- -Many- of-us-spoil today by
Club, presided at the Sept bringing the troubles of
tember meeting-:of the- clap tomorrow into it.'Many,ortss
at -the • Colomal House
o bankroptpay
'altered on
Smorgasbord with twenty-one troubles that never ,come."
members_ _present answeriog_ Mrs._ Cooper led in group
the roll Call with a fall fashion singing with Louise Short at
She had made of purchased. the ,piano. Dorothy Simon led
,
-The lesson "rall Stylarid the
Materials" was presented b3r 1
Bobbie Cook, food . chair_ Iva Alford, whaalso displayed- man, took.'a anti•eY of the
'
the craft, lap desk, she was canning freezing by the
making.
Members to. be sent to the
Lucg"Alderdice, landscape
Extension office. Card were
chairnian, told what the
sent to two members, Mrs.
summer season had done to
Gussie Adams in the hospital
the shrubs, trees, etc., at Des Plains,
it-gairs. B.
especially the pines and fir
Melugin in a rest home.
trees, but said not to be
f
oe
IThh
.,omjopth
so
en
d th
alarmed at their condition as
Buchanan,
nature had a way of healing
club, and Naomi Schwalm,
them. She said not to destroy
sister of Reba Jo Roberts, was
them but just wait and see
a i4-isitor. Announcement ma
what next spring will do.
made of the Purchase Area
The devotional -TeadeT, - Homemakers meeting - at
Lurene Cooper, read Proverbs Hickman on October 19 with
tickets at foil dollars each for
the luncheon to be_purchased
at the Extension office by
October In.
Secret
friends
were
„
revealed and new secret
chnseri.
—
,
,
The next meeting will be on
Mrs. Gary Pace, the former October 12 at ten a.m. at -the
Eddie Turner, was Cornplimented with a household
shower on Thursday, September 29, at seven p.m. at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
•
The hostesses were Miss
Mary Linda Pace, Mrs. Lillie
Pace, Mrs. Brenda DavisuandMiss Ann Hulse.

Homemakers Meet
WoodS Vows
Mrs. Effie Edwards was
hostess for the September
meeting -of the New Concord
Homemakers Club held at-her--home with the president, Mrs.
Charlie
Stubblefield,
presiding.'
• The devotion was read by
Mrs. Ed Davis and The Lord's
Prayer was.. repeated in
unison. Mrs. Edwards Have
the secretary's report, and
Mrs. Davis read the landscape
notes.
"The Look of Fall" was the
major lesson presented by
Mrs. Reba Hughes who said
the new sonataslook is for fall
and there is•i great sweater,
selection to bhoose from inchiding the '-,!•11 turtle-neck.boatneck tunic, hooded cardigans, cowel neck, and
ponchos. She added that the
scarf is today's key fashion
accessory.
Edwards was assisted by Mrs. Virginia Burnham
and Mrs. Be,ssie -DU= in
serving refreshments buffet
style to the ten members and
three visitors-Mrs. Bertha
Alexander,
- Mary
--MDebor0 Gale if;ilson
Boggess, and Mrs. Phyllis
Mr,and -Mrs, Bobby-H. Wilson, 4614-Canterbury- Drive-,Nance.
The next meeting will be Murray,announce the engagement and approaching marriage
held in the home ot-MrS. el their deughteri..DeborabGale, to Dan Adams Woods,son ofCharlie Stubblefield_ on Oc- Mr. and Mrs. Otis Woods,also of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruth Wilson
tober 12 at one p.m.
and the late 'Hugh D. Wilson of Stella, and of Mrs.'Mae
Gallimore and the late Doyle Gallimore, Sr., of Puryear, Tn.
Her great-grandmother Mrt._Olive Wilson of Westview Nursing Home.
Miss-Wilsonis a l977 grarluate of filtn-rayAgrtihnotand is
now attending Murray State University as a medical
technology major. She is presently employed by the-Murray
Theatres.
-The groom,electis employedas manager af the Benton True
Value Hardware Store at Benton.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday,November 12, at
Mrs.
Dennis
Wayne
seven p.m. at the Goshen United Methodist Church. No formal
Crawford, the former Jean
invitations will be sent and all relatives and friends are invitey
Ann Vick before 'her recent
to attend.
'
marriage, was complimented
with several special bridal
events.
A household shower was
given by Mrs: Betty Jo Lofton
.
he home in Plidnean.
Faith Wine, Mests---Nerma
Harmon, Mrs. Dorothy Sloan,
and Mrs. Marian Witt were
Box 307
4071

Mrs. Crawford Is
Honored, Brid
- al
Events Recently

-Free for the Asktrtg!
write

11311101-01ES

the Paducah home of Mrs.,
Whin.
Her co-workers at the
Murry-CAlloway County
Hospital honored her with a
breakfast at Perkins Pancake
and Steak Houge, Murray.,-A "Erfehen and linen sitOwer
was held at the oxiimunity
room of-the Urearrederal
Building,
Savings andMrs. Frances
withss.
y,,hoste
Murraas
Rosa

Barbecue-dipped German style Sausage and delicious,
tender Steak. Your choice of baked potato or French fries.
Melt-in-your-mouth Stockade toast, plus salad and
biverage.
Try our

Cone

Every Friday After Five
All Day Saturday and Sunday

Twenty-six persons were_
present or sent gifts. Refreshments were seged _and_ the__
'honoree opened her gifts for
the guests to view.
,8

OE

urray,K

-hostesses for a sat tea Itelsrit

art
D Fl I V E
IN

—i— -

JizeaVre

Um_

"Back
,Pack Girls"

-WEEKEND LINE-UPS
Open-6:45
Start-.J:15

• WHERE THERE'S SCORCHY
.1(KIWI
0.w
.A THERE

CONNIE
S1EVENS

1st Feature Repeated Fri. L Sat.

TIMEV
i
A

REPAIR •II
3 Weeks Delivery

MICHEISON'S I

lionored At"Shouerrr

(forine0y JuDon's Beauty Botique)

West
SINLIJ

After a honeymoon in
re:Cep-Don was held in the Igert
Fellowship Hall of the church. Hawaii, the couple is. now at
home in Murray.
__Serving _ at...the reception
•Reneansafthaner
were Miss Renee Riemaini,
A rehearsal dinner, hosted
Mrs. Julie Williford, and Mist
the• grooms -parents, Mr.
Alice Crawford:- Rice bags
Mrs. Iris Crawford, was
and
were distributed by Miss
held at Kings Table in
Patsy Crawford.
Pa_clucah. -

Mrs. Gary Pace

'Suzette Vaughn - Owner & OperafOr
Edith Sledd - Operator
Rita SMith Operator

ST-9

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis fT rne Crawford

Scene Of Concord

,

/—
freICLI

Teenage
Hitchikers(R)

,
likfarny

• . Sometimes
when you reach
for a dream
you have to leave

YOUR
PHOTO

49c

iQut

P6-Poie M LW%

Color

For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
*No limit *All Age.
'Groups Okay ,

Bel-Air
Center

Artauft Studios
Thermsfessionats
• • 'Hours:11 a.m.-10 p.m. Weekdays

a:m.-10:30 p.m. Sat. if Sun.

MK.12th 753-003S
free Parking Is Root
•

.1.
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Miss Deborah Sue Lee And
Glen Lents Wed A Church

Friday, October 7
SiiisAlytckteber
Se,oud production of "Hot L
Murray
Civic
Music
Baltimore.' will be at the
Murray State University AssociatiOn will present the
Soviet Georgian Dancers at
Theatre at eight p.m.
)3:30 p.m. in
Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
Lake Are :singles Groups. LItyergity. Admission it by
will have a .da
n;fa% Aatt the Civic Music membership_card
eight or
American Legion
mstr_ALI4ent_ idenUficatiOn_
1)-m. with- music by Buddrs--- card.
Band and dress to be casual.

Tuesday, October 11
The Murray Preschool
Corporation will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the MSU Early
Childhood Center with Dr.
Charles May as the guest
speaker.

in a candlelight double-ring
ceremony in early September
at seven p.m., Miss Deborah
Sue Lee, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Darwin B. Lee otHarciin,
Tuesday, October 11
became the bride of Glen
Religious____Studies Sym'Lents, son of Mr. and Mrs.
posium will be held for two
Jack Lents of Benton.
days in Room 208, Faculty
The ceremony was perFarewell testimonial for Hall, MSU. Admission is free
formed by the Revecend Steve
Benefit concert by three Gary Hainsworth who will and public is invited.
Shepard at the Dexter-Hardin
popular binds Will be held at leave soon for a two year
:_gyni,_-7._' Calloway mission in Peril for the Church
Jeffref_.United Methodist Church. A
Circles of Firat. United
• program of music was
County High School, spon- of Jesus ChrisV'oh Latter-day Methodist Church will meet as
presented by the organist,
sored by Calloway County. Saints will be held Ili the'WOW follows: Alice Waters with
Mrs. Glen Warren.
High School Speech team. - Hall at 4:30 pin. 'Public is Mrs. H. G. Dunn, Be,ssieThe wedding vows were
Tucker with Mrs. .Lillian
' invited, •
Friday,October
•
exchanged before an altar
Graves, and Maryleona Frostclass
of
—Murray High School
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
centered with an arch with
at the church, all at 9:30 a.m.,
1922 Will have a reunion at the
lighted candelabra -entwined
C6fonial House Smorgasbord. East PT.C, will be at Jackson and Faith Doran in Senior
with yellow and blue daisies.
Purchase Gun Club starting at • Youth Room of church at two
The family pews were marked
Exhibits of prints
twelve
with hurricane lamps with
•
drawings by. Annettee M.
yellow and blue bona.Homemareil Clubs Will
Sunday, October 9 Cooper, Louisville; graphic
-Bride's Dress
.
designs by Vickie Masderi,
Land Between the Lakes meet as follews: Countryside
- The bride was escorted to
Louisville; and prints and activities will-Maude taming- with Carolyn Enoch for a
the altar by her father and
7-• potluck-ma eecipe --exchange,
rann f- ten -.am
at
drawings by Cynthia Boyd-•demOristatipngiven in marriage by her
- New Providenc4k with Bonicla
from-7 Scott, Miss.,will be on display
. parents. She was attired in a
in the chive M. Eagle Gallery, p.m., and slide show - on Williams,- Paris Ririd- With
regal gown by Bridal Original,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, 'wildflowers and • birds at - Lyda Sue Collins, and CTId
designed of imported organza
ter Station at(pin.• Water with Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
MSU, today through Octobe
and chantilly lace, featuring a
all at one p.m.
19
half-moon yoke, buttoned in
Monday, October 10
tiny seed pear-Is-and:graced-Elm Grove Baptist Church
Sigma Department, Murray
with chantilly lace. Matching •
Woman's Club, will have an Women will meet at the
a-Wriffighl4g-hral&---PIam
open meeting featuring a diurchla ten a.m. with a sl-ci
Mr.and Mrs. Glen Lents
Bishop sleeves. A white satin
_
77. Call 753-38f4 for old panel discussion by city of lunch at noon.
murray --may& cancodates,,at '
•
'
ribbon- defmettthe_svaizt*linr------The-bride ehose her sisters, length- dress:486th mothers- ne —
Only to be picked
and fashioned a- bow at the Miss Dianna Lee as maid of wore , cymbirlihrit --orchid
7:30 414n...,at..theriub_ beau. _ anupcsti_Firs _quistign
vd.Miss Donna Lee as
back. Vertical panels of Church Women's relloWship
Public is invited.
grandparent5,
scalloped chantilly -lace briaid. They - Wörë
as f011owg: Tat home..
Saturday,
October
11
Mrs.
adorned the fluid skirt of _identical formal gowns of pale Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Allison
of
Walt
Apperson at ten
Baud
Calinway
County
Murray State University.
yellow and Nue,‘... with. of Hardin and the groom's
imported organza.
L Boosterayaipset at the band a.m. with program by Mrs.
press
Theatre
will
The gown was cotijptHed matching %lace elb-Ott length gtandparents, Mr. and Mrs. .Baltimore. at eight:11.M
room of the tigh school ken iteliar; and IV with Mrs.
_
capet._lbey cartedzantagays
of Benton,- were with
i auselotwith
- .---401
i.
1L.the Oat:baitjainii_
prhgram
by
bira.
Helen
which fell Lntp4 full-length of daisies and baby's breath. aJkO pft.setit.
Annual Murray Regional
The guest register wakkept
-cathedral
-"
.In their -hair they wore
Russell's • Chapel United Campbell.
MarchingBand Festivi will
by
Cindy
Lents,
sister
thatching
rittba
flowers.
org
chantilly - lace -wid
be held at Roy --Ste-Wait iilethodOt Church Women will
Jimmy Riley served as best groom.
Murray
.seed Pearls.
Branch
of
stadiuni atl,
have a luncheon at twelve
six p.m.
* _Reception
- She tarried a- bouquet of man. Groomsntan was David— noon at-the home Of Martha Anitricati Ataticlatiod - of
white, " blue', and yellow York. Ushers were Mark(ore - Following the ceremony' a
-University Women will tried
-Discovery Wilk will sfArtlit?Cr
. ass
'
- reception was held in the
at the homiadof Ruth Cole at
nildsies, and - baby's - breath, - and Larry SnydeK •
,Center Station at two p.m. and
For her daugbleet wedding church fellowship hall.
accented with satin streamers
Hike Day will be of Fort North Plesant _ ,Grove 7:16 p.m. with Dr. Farouk
Mrs. J.. McCage, Mrs. Joe
Umar as guest speaker.
tied in love knots. She also Mrs. Lee worecan -aqua blue
Henry Hiking Trail parking lot CUM berland - Preshyterian
carried a white Bible which ,knit- floor-length dress. -Mrs. Gore,and Mrs. Harry Allison, from
will
meet
at
Churh
Wines
seven to 10:30 am. in
her mother carried- in her Lenti, nraher of the groom, .aunts of the bride, and Miss Land
of
Kathryn
sevfnP.81..MarY
Between the Lakes. the home
Murray Stir Chapter N"O.
Robin
York
assisted
in
seranckblite'flOor,
chose
a
white
wedding..
f
in
at
.
.
Tanning demonstration will-be433
-Order of ttre Easte-rif Star
at Empire Farm from ten a.
will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ruth Wairen Group of
-71:- th f°11r 11 m*---•;_•- -'-' -- Sinking-SpringBaptist church'ligitte hall- '
--- Saturday,cirigbfft Women will-meet at the hems_
Ir e tire pleaseti
--Apple and bake sale will be of Mary, Boyd at- seven p.m.
Iteld in.front of Roses b_y_theaonottpre that Kathy
• •
-Cordella Erwin Unit of Cliirch at -Jeans - Christ of
hridg-elert.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Sont Pleasant Grove United
Later Day Saints.
o Rob fleriroi_i; kip
tallt-ntMuriay
--Methedist
uir Will meet tTimothy
•
• Route Six lats-Theen a
October 8
Pottery Stainless and
patient- :at. Lourdes
Old Fashion ice erten
Crystal.fount-init. earn
Hospital, Paducah.
social and style show will be.at. .Mattie Bell Hays Circle,
!doe bridal regitary
First United Methodist
-Kathy ah _ Aph
Church Women, will meet in
_-484444444,1
tilt
,the
dh room Tif---.7
senior -Y-0"Fort
.
Videotape
feature,
Nrrtitrrher21. 1977!
Bragg Follies," will be shown _ church at seven p.m.
'410-0.11T.
daily in the lobby of the
_soott
WREN Vt111---;)
Student Center, Murray State
CM( r45
University. Admission is free.
Sundance Kid's tea
was Harry L.ongabough
Tur.key Shoot will be held -at - cps Dinner ben-erbig. Doris Jackson Purchase Gun Club, Rowland will be basted- bygasored
y the- Eatuiray._0110W.of...NationaL.
Calloway PTC,. ----. .—Secretaries Association at the Holiday Inn at seven p.m.
-

owcase

-

,- 111SED BOATS
AT
FALL CLOSEOUT PRICES

-Complete fishing rig for only 4750.00, 14' Ebb Tide fiberglass boat
with 18 hp electric start motor on nearly new Moody Trailer. Boat
has windshield and steering,'remote control and extra wide beam.
Take a youngster fishing this fall. A real neat rig.

Monday, October 10
• Special benefit dance,
Reservations
for the ladies
Mug...IV...WarRxins!lred_bY
A-Naders, will be.held it—daklunchea-ii onWednesda3; at
Kentucky..Diasa.Village State._ :the. Murray Country Club
Park, Gilbertsville, from two should be made today with
five p.m:PrOEeeds will gO to -14/83.-Wintanyr.- Freeman.
Crippled Children's Telethon '.
with cost being'five dollars per
American Legion Post No.
- couple, minimum donation. 329 will-meet at seven -p.m.

-

EXTRA;EXTRA, CLEAN USED SKI RIG-LATE TRADE-IN
Starcraft (Aluminum) walk-thru windshield with 85 hp Mercury
motor, on good trailer, Sunlirter, lay-down seats, sharp rig and a

good one for only 1250.00.
OUACHITA BASS BOAT COMPLETE RIG'
16 footer,very'attractive fishing family boat corrptete with 100 hp
Evinrude motor, good trailer with loading guides,itsed very, very
little, has foot control trolling motor, depth finder, spotlight, inside
lights,live well and etc. Buy now for only'2850.00.

-

16'DE-EP-V STARCRAFT AMERICAN SKI BOAT.
Real sharp,1974 model with 135 hp Chrysler Motor with power trim
and tilt, has sun top (front) rear canvas, side curtains and winter
storage cover, really a sharp rig and it goes too — Traded in by
retired couple on a big Deck-Craft. Must see it to appreciate it.
' Now only'3250.00,just a little more than half price for new.
19' SKI-BARGE WITH LATE MODEL 50 HP MERCURY ON SHORELAND'R TRAILER.
Virtually,clean as new,just a great big ole safe family boat. fish with -it, ski, camp out, put a bunch of kids in it... its very versatile. Whole
"rig for only 91750.00. Just a little more than price of motor atone
today end its in like new condition.
Cuhers to Choose from.If you need a family boat it will pay you
weirtiisee us now at these fall close out Ink&
Honest reputation and you try anything from here before-vote
-3
buy it.

Our ultrasuede handbags by Reva, of
-cbursir.--WPW-ertcrtentfartrovetbriust
showing good taste, these bags are —
-mode-to match or blend with your
favorite ultrasuede outfit. Just consider
the OFFHAND LUXURY OF THIS HOBO OR OUR
QUILT AND SNAKE—TRIM ACCENTS — Only a
few of our ultra-bog bonanza collPrtion_
And the MS has covered the color
scene to suit your Fall palette and
wardrobe for fashion at your
fingertips in Fall '77, we've got your
bag
P. S. Join us for lunch andfinformal modeling
- every Fridayarthe Holiday Intl

Like 94 last from %tuna% tor Arno miles-take right on 280 for n.iles past
Bonner's
Don't !urn... strafght oito Panorama to stop sign-right. then
left —(ongratulations — You'se found us
Gra,yson McClure
Don McClure

Mist/Carnet Lee-A*40h
and. Kenneth ftj)wje11

-.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert 7:114111`sh-of
antiounee. the
engagement and approaching - marriage of their daughter,
Kamp Lee, to Kenneth R. Darnell, son of Mr.._vd.. tdra,
The--bridefeieet-will be a -mid-term-graduate-of Atershall--- •
County High School.
Mr. Darnell, a 1974 graduate of South Marshall High-School;
attended Murray State University and is presently employed
as farmer in Marshall County.
•
The wedding vows will be soFaviiaed on Saturday, November 5, at four p.m. at the Union Hill Church of Christ. Only out
of town-invitations will be sea-and allA &shwasand ftlencts are
invited to attend.

.

Thurs., Fri., It Sat.
Oct.6,7,88

t 4.5
• Large Order - i2
Short Order -

#2*

Gallimore's Restaurant
Hazel, Kentucky

Wedding Planned

Prices Good

Thru Tues.

ASSORTED

HOUSE
PLANTS

t(
a
ii

Reg 4.88

11iss Mary Bell If-at-ford
and Eddie L. Seteell

-

•

The Rev. and MrS-. Earl Warlord of 407 SOW) Ninth Street,
Murray,announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Mary Dell, to Eddie L. Sewell, son of-Mrs.
. Elaine Bledsoe and the late V.S. Sewell of Thornpkinsville.
Miss Warford is a graduate of Murray State University-and-. the Southern Baptist 'theological Seminary, Louisville. She is
_ a teacher at the Eighth District Elementary School, Fayetteville, Tn. Her grandparentSare Mr.and Mrs. Ben Hundley of
Jackson.,TD, and the_ late Mr. and,Mrs. Emmett Warford of
Kevil.
The groom-elect is employed at the Automatic Electric Company in HAntsville, Ala. He is the grandson of G.N. Brown and
... the late M.Pearl Brown and the late Mr and Mrs.Steve
Sewell, all of Thompkinsville.
The wedding will take place on Thursday, November 24, at
three p.m. at the First Baptist Church in Fayetteville; Tn.

Fantstic Fall 3-pc. pant
set. Easy care polyester so:
lid pull-on pant' and skirt, is
combined_with long sleeve
wide stripe cowl neck blouson. Autumn colors in sizes
10 to 18.

DEAR ABBY: Ralph and I got a call at 5 a.m. from Vera,
the 30-year-old woman our 19-year-61d son is living with.
We had never met Vera, bu,t we 'threw Junior out of our
house because he was over her place all the time, anyway.
Vera was frantic because Junior hadn't been "home"for
two nights: -finagitie---1:he gali R;tipfr Saidhysierical,40 he thought he should get dressed, go tiller
place and calm her down. Meanwhile, I went back to sleep.
_ Well.Ralph was gone tor. 18 hours and I was half-crazy
worrying abont him. When he came home, I noticed he had
.worn his best suit and shoes.
He,told me he had taken Vera to dinner, and Junior
--neva -ad -ifhow.
-Whet do you -call a -man who loaves his wife's bed to
pacify a woman he's never met because his son didn't come
"home" to her? His excuse was that he wanted to see the
environment his son was living in.
DISGUSTED

OLD

NUBS

Deiftlate, bite-size -pretzels come in air-tight 8\rce canisters.

.0i1INLAN—
SALT

.

FREE

THIN

OF

Alphabet cute! This slack
set features 100% cotton
Duck pant. Jersey knit shirt
with crew neck. 50/50 Polyester/Cotton. Sizes 2 Jo.41;
in Navy/Gold,.and ReAll ighl
Blue.

_

FASHION -

JRUTc_11
PRETZELS
YOUR ,pHOICE

Or i

br:awri.'andwith an oven-fres
taste, in 8-oz: canisters.

Cious

11-0Z.
MISS BRECK

DEAR ABBY: When a friend has taken his own life, out
of kindness and consideration for the family, should the
whole thing be ignored as though it had never happened?
mean, should there be no flowers, letters of condolence,
or mention of it at Or
I have'sbolcen to about this'seem to feel thaPthis_iS
_
the best way to handle- suicide deaths. What is your
opinion?
-A-NONYMOUS

DEAR BEWILDERED:The artist tells the dolt what he
had in mind when he put the brush to the canvas.(If he can
remember, that is.)

TINY

Or
PRETZEL
. YOUR OHOICE

•

DEAR ABBY: When some poor, ignorant, unimaginative dolt points to the work of a serious modern artist and
asks, "What- is THAT supposed to be?" how should the
artist respond?
BEWILDERED

'jai" rl
vo
i<fiffg_t

OWNLAN
• TINY THIN
_PRETZELS •

Brrg.stzE

DEAR DISGUSTED: How about a "C.P.E."(Concerned
Pacifying Environmentalist)?

DEAR ANONYMOUS: When a dear one dies, his family
suffers a loss, whether he has taken hitt own Thre or not..
' Friends should express their sozrow,and offer words of
to the
comfort to the family without
, reference
_
arcunistances.

Piggy Back
IL Many Mcre

Peppers

-Featuring 100% •1C/solid-state
Chassis and rapid on. Compact
styling, 3-1/32" round speaker.
Carrying handle.

HAIRSPRAY

7.7

\A

GENERAL.ELECTRIC
SELF-CLEAN II

- IRON
MODEL
OUR RE-6, 1.99

'Super features-and benefits all in•one great
SEE REBATE DETAILS IN STORE.

LADIES
LEATHER-LOOK

DEAR ABBY: You often ptint letters from telephone
operators complaining about what they have to put up
with from the public. As a member of the "public,' may I
get-in my 2 cents' Worth?
I have never called directory assistance to find out'
whether I should use 10 large eggs instead of 12 small olies
in an angel food cake, how to spell "conscientious
objector," what Pat Nbrort's--real first- name is,-or the
answer to anyA3ther such questions.
- ---When4call-11R-Joneii per*ea-to-parson at-home,ancLhis
wife answers saying he is not in, the operator inevitably
,asks, "Would you like to speak to MRS. Jones?"
• Why on earth would I be calling MR. Jones if I wanted to
-right on the line
speak-to his wife? And with Mrs. Jones
listening, what am I supposed to say, "No, I don't-want to
-iik-ir-CCM the person
talk to her?" So I end-up ribT spe
called, and paying person-to-person -ales for it.
I realize that not all operators are alike, but customers
aren't, either.
JOHN Q. PUBLIC

PUMP
77
REG. 8.99
- Imitation leather uppers with
moc vamp; soft tricot lining.
-Gold-tone
trim: Vtrafght
stack-look heel. Sizes to 10.

PICTURE
PLAQUE

Ready to hang original art
reproductions. Accents any
room decor.

litaffelitripe or solid
- dish or washcloths
and dish towels, in ban:
ded sets of 2, 3, or 6.

Everyone has a problem. What's *ours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
&idol* stamped,self-addressed envelope, please.
L

And still earehIng for the gtocerrStore and more
closet spacE
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
•
called me. I hope you will, too.

CHAIR PADS
00

Protect your chairs as well
as decorate them with
these lovely and comfortable chair pads.
1.33 •

Ouilted uppers with soft cotton terry cloth lincushioned terry cloth Innersole.
FoftrSizes to 10.

BANKAMER 4i1D

Kathryn Outland
• 752-107,---

•

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Equal opportunity Employer
14 Sen. ' Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking

Suede 'leather uppers,' sweep stripe-trim-padded
collar and tongue. Cdshioned innersote and
arch support; sure-traction sole. Size.s.61
/
2-12.

••••111111.,

i-PrlitslstNIMuJ4By.,MIMI&

TIME,may. _

By GEORGMaACIIXTT
taw lated-Prees Whiter,

•

c•rs-neo

C168eup

Mast May Be Biggest
thBargain Wei;e Ev
- _Had

!:

"IA

ii9&

li

. .
: LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - They
during a training exercise at the post."
father climbed in, and we behalf fer . work a 90-hour week, without overtime,
The unit, available for duty around
the hospital, he pointed to
" carrying out missions of mercy.
the clock, has a spotless flying record.
and said -this is my son."
;
- -- Their office is a helicopter, equipped ' Tolley and another pilot, Chief
It
was
Carter
who
had
helped
push
to' handle everything from he,art
Warrant Officer Samuel Harrison,
MAST through Congress, arguing long
attacks to hangnails. When a plea for
attribute this to the "eirteellent work -and hard to get
approval for the Army
hair comes in, The 'chopper ban be
done -its%ptir grorinCcroros Some of
to fund and operate the program.
-airborne in two minute.
them are Women and we've found that
"I never dreamed that I would need _
Their services are free to the-public,
they make good mechanics. We regard
it," Carter told the crew as. the
and those who have come in contact
them as professional, withers, not
helicopter prepared to land, with MAST call it the bat bargain a
females."
His son died the next day.
taxpayer ever guitar hitumoney.
Each of the six helicopters assigned
4. •
-We're_ proud-of our-performance," :.to MASIdarries a pilot,•eo-pilot, medic
said Capt. Stephen Tolley, executive
and crew chief when responding to a
officer of the_421st Medical Detachnient
request for assistance. The area of
at Ft. Knox. His outfit runs the Military
responsibility extends 100 nautical
Assistance to Safety and Traffic
Miles from FL-1(gox, taking in most of
(MAST) programone of only 24 such
Kenticky and parts of Indiana and
. By The Associated Press
units in the United fftates.
_
Ohio.
Today is Friday, Oct. 7, the 280th day
"We made our first emergency flight
"We cart be off the ground two of 1977. There are 85 days left in the
in May 1974, bringing a burn- patient
minutes- after receiving a -oall from a year.• - • ,
• from Tell City, Ind., to Louisville for ---physician who has a critically ill or
Today's highlight in history: On this
special treatment," said Tolley, before
injured patient requiring treatment not date in:1898, U.S. troops occupied the
The began quoting statistica_frotn_tba.....available in his
own community," said --Cuban eity-ef -Havana 1/41Fifle
file.
_ Tolley. "A physician's decision to Spanish-American War.
1 -"We've airlifted more than 500 _summon MAST is never questioned."
•On this date;
•
patients to hospitals and flown 124 other
Tolley and Richardson can relate
In 1765, the Stamp Act Congress
missions when the cargo was blood
dozens of stories about their
convened in New York to draw up
plasma or organs for trans4dant experiences, but none are as touching colonial grievances against England.
, operations.
as the one which began on a bitter cold
In 1908, the island of Crete
- "We've logged 1,540 hours of air time
day last February.
proclaimed union with Greece.
doing all this but our total time comes
-We flew to Glasgow to pick up a 22In 1935, the League of Nations
-Jo 6,200 hours becausewe also'pick.up . year-old man stricken with leukemia. .declared _Italy an aggressor following_
• -soldiers who may have been----hurt_ _ We carried him aboard the aircraft, his
its invasion of Ethiopia. - ---- •
In 1940, German forces occupied
Romania in World War II.
In 1950, the United Nations General
•
Assembly approved an Allied advance
north-of the 38th Parallelin-the-/Corean-____

led

Fir..1

fo—
day In History

\V\
tipple, News Service

'

sure could use Henry's fast ba117.'

- -Looking-Back—
10. Years'IA

E-3 Michael Rose, son. of Mr. and
Mrs. Euel Rose, was scheduled to leave
Fort Gordon, Ga., today for Fort Dix,
Based on coi.) righted outlindprod uced t..) the rommIttee on
where.he will leave for duty in
oe tutorett.Sienes andoled tx permission-.
-,--Germany. 4 The Real Daughters of the United I
- Daughters of the Confederacy were
convention, of the
honored at
= Kentucky Divishin of the UDC held tits
.
week at the Holiday Inn,Miuray:They
aid ides:"
J. V.Stark of Murray.
In Iti63, Priiiderit John KinnedY
The nature of the frud which is
Murray High School and Trigg
ina_nifes&ations of the , dit n of
signed the nuclear testban treaty with., by any tree in determined hir the borne
tv
Seliat rtiaect'
nature
-to a6 to61Ufruit
reveals
the
kind
heart.
Justas
the
•
Britain and the Soviet Union.. of the tree. Each tree produce;fruit of
the wept person reseals_ , , in the football gapie last night.
Ten years ago;_Seuate_Democratid___:___the
:1113.01.9ianlifflilarns,&gull en-of Mt.
whether OF not he has been savid. men
leader Mike Mansfield challenged the
bears
peaches,
a
fig
Mrs. Charles Hilton Williams, and ,
and
tbeCreebears
rks
but
figs,
etc.
•
tr
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Laker Freshmen Ripped
32-0 By Benton Indians
•

Calloway County is continuing to find no luck at all
when they go to Marshall
_ Quay In play lootball' This past Monday, the
Laker jayvee.team lost to
_Marshall County and Thursday night, it was the Laker
freshmen who -fell 32-0 -hi
Benton.
The loss drops the Laker
freshmen- to 2-4 for the Aason.
)n-the second possession of
the game, Benton had a 35yard run for a touchdown to
take a 6-0 lead. That's the way
• the first period ended.
But in the second period, the
Indians exploded for two more

six-pointers and led 20-0
halftime.(n
Gine of the TD's was
on a 30-yard run and the other
on a *yard
•
The Lakers had just- one
first down in the opening half
as they wei_e_ notable_ te,ineunt
any Nind of offensive -3.rive.
- In the third quarter; Benton
scored on a pass play of 40
'Yards and a reVerte play of 45
yards to stretch their margin
out to 32-0, the final score.
"We once penetrated their
20-yard line but- we bad a fiveyard penalty, a 15-yard
penalty and a couple of losses
and somehow Wound up back
at midfielcl" Laker _coach
-..- Stan Outland in
"I' don't think we had
anyone play an outstanding
game. They just physically

The Laker Frosh are
scheduled to play at South

A big and talented North Marshall Junior High team handed the Murray High freshmen a 6-0 loss in Holland Stadium
Thursday night, droPping the Tigers ta an.even 2-2 on the
season.
_
North Marshall came into the contest with •4-0 mark,
haVing jlld up impressive wins oiiii-rWran7V-TetW
• Calloway County and Benton.Murray High took the opening kickoff and moved_the bail
well onoffense before crossing midfield and finally stalling.
For the rest of the first period,it was a defensive strugglelintilthefinal-minute when the Jets-used a big gain on an option
' by Kevin Holt and a first down run of 12 yards by Troy Karnes to nlove inside the Tiger 30.
In the opening minutes of the second period, North Marshall worked-the ball all the way down to the Murray High
eight-yard line wheretheyhadafirst-and-geell
—
al I lost the brill
But the Tiger defense bad And North Niarial
on downsat their 15.
_
FINDING THE OPENING - Tim Foster (22) of the Tigers bsd
For the restof1,14ehalf,th_e_tw_o_tetim.s..brittled.hetween the
se-veral good gains and gets one of them on this Plop,- Tg
Fosters right is fullback Al Ball while other Tigers in the pie-- 40.dphh
Northivtaishall took thenjwining-kickoff of tbeTaiCond half
ture include Tim Falwell (50) and Bruce Taylor (70).
and began a slow but SteadfnUiriti toward the'llger end of
(Stott Photos by Mike floindon
the field. At times,the Jets appeared to run almost at will off
.ing and
had sup,hlock
, goer! second efforta
.

Sooners-Longhorns To :ftrkn'ett:btahez

mistakes definitely hüitits,vi-effadtwo interceptions and lost
a fumble.
"Things just didn't fall in place for us. I was impressed
with the running of Robert Santagado and other than that,
there weren't too many things to be happy about," Pigg adTigers will have their work cut out for them when they
The ilgers
meet an extremely talented Mayfield team next Thursday in
a 6:30p.m. game in Holland Stadium. '
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Blalack led the nation in 24-0 romp over the Racers.
offensive unit. The defensive in the Gulf South ConBlalac* did not, play the last
interceptions last. year. He
-fareineste.
Tiwgeriam
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as Martin was jolted by
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Smalls has rushed for 313 he scsained -dyer his scouting
Righ---ehart oh -them for TD`s, including one talent-laden - Jacksonville
yards anijhas(maid for 582,
interception Ti) run against State 36-13 and by Mississippi
giving him a total yardage of Martin.
900 in four games for. a -11m_"player of the year" is Murray State in the
, Pacers College 27-24.
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middle
remarkable average of 21b per -84 _335-pound
have resembled freegames
game...
linebacker Ron "Horseman"
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DETROIT (AP) — Detroit bats and whatever else is used
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"Three-year starter, four- on the field in the Gulf South back in camp a day after he the bench. year
starter •
super conferthee 4I,A0m4efetx_failed to repartjar_practice . But this tithe, if there -art:
---tfte----2.-1-1103805T GONE - John Rice (43) of the Tiger freshman Yawn alaibst broke this punt retort' for
e Tear Clay Blalack.
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- -/°M)
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
. Bill Furgeison knows how
Samuel J. Tilden must have
felt. Samuel J. who?
He's the fellow who almost
.- became president, which
ever
nobody
proves
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second, right? It was 101 years
ago next month when Samuel
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presidency to Rutherford B.
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Just Received a Shipment of Jeeps
So Come On Out See
_

•,••

Prices Good Sat. Titre- Tues.-

•
r47,4111111161111.11111*

CHEROKEE
Cherokee spa/U.:utility-milli* enters
Thejeep
popular
its fifth yearin 1978 offered iirthree.models-the-twodoor base version, the two-door with wide wheels, tires
ur-door model introduced in 1977.
_chine. washable. WO% Am&
in lovely Fail colors. Fashion-.folds,
_

-'60/62"- WID
_LW/EATER
Just right for tops
and
100%
Polyester double
knits, in fashion
folds. • The traditional appeal_ of the 'jeep CJ-5 and CJ-7 is _
broadened for 1.978 with addition to • the series of the
popular Golden Eagle package,introduced in mid-1977.
The optional styled version is offered in a wider choke of
colors, with a large golden eagle decal' on the hood and
special body..and grille striping, along with fender Bases
and gold color-styled steel wheelk-

Great for pants or jackets. New Fall colors to
match prmts. Full bolts,
heavy bottom weight.

60" WIDE

HEAT SET PRINTS

ors.

FashiOn bids of Calico's,
and Patchwork prints-;---Spikiai purchase.

9-9 Mon-Sal.
1 6 Sun.

50 YARD
REG.-B:984f

-

65% Dacron Polyester. 35% Cotton, 45" wide
Great for those back to school skirts, pants,
jackets. Several colors to choose from.

Full bolts of 100;/0 Polyester
double knits. New Fall col-

-i- the
• Three special package options *Signed to Kivt
1978 four-wheel-drive jeep pickup buyer = wider choice
c1 for 1978. The
in dressing up this vehicle are offer,
popular Honcho -package and the solden Eagle version
introduced in mid-1977, are conenued, and a new 010-i"
package has been added.

RIB KNITS

Full bolts or fashion
folds of 100°,, Cotton.
Special purchase'

751 1777

•
at
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Guidry, Johnson Key Yankees
To 6-2 Win, Even Up Series

4

to • Frank- White-'s toppling leer is the contact of breaking:double in the
lefthander - was getting- lunged'
By FRED ROTHENBERG
sixthng,
prompting a standing
the third, Freddie bat and ball.
single
in
out.
AL
the
in
everybody
AP Sports Writer
Glildry, 1'6-Ins-year =Oa- -Patersdouble tattie OMB and- WIth tffe-YanAeei trilling 1.- ovation fromthe ëloWd ô1
NEW YORK --TAP)---The
in Yankee
Nee; York Yankees, led by ?rinner of 11 of his last 14 Georg4 Brett's single in the 0 *the fifth, Johnson hit a 56,230 - largest
Stadium this year - when he
their stopper and their starter, decisionl, was cOveted by,tfie ninth. "He's a really good tofierini pop behind 'home
plate which matcher Darrell went to bat in the eighth
Vion the game they had tnrin, Royals, and two years ago he Pitcher."
to
Aithiaugh'the Royals never Portor niisplaYed, giving the inning.
•exening their American was all but on his way
Wentafter- the"6-1oOt4,-225- Yankees' designated hitter *- • It*at a warm feeling,"said
CO.
Kansas
the
with
series
playoff
League
Johnson, 'These people in
pound
Manager
Johnson, they would second life.
Kdnsas City
Kansas Citx Royals at one
Several pitches later, New York are about to spoil
Whitey Herzog would have. have preferredif he played for
•
victory apieee.
the Johnson hit -the hall in the me."
besides
The -stopper wet-Ron loved to have Guidry wearing somebody
opposite-dit-ecticm,- more than
_Guidry, who overpowered the Kansas City blue rather than. Yankees.
•
TENNIS
Called 'The Monster" by 430 feetto straightaway center
Yankee - pinstrIpes
Royals with a 'tidy three- - the
ATLANTA -Eighth-seeded
to
have
he
Martin,
did
only.
creates
Johnson
night.
Not
field.
Thursday
Cliff
starter
was
The
hitter.
Greg
BAD HEWS - An oncoming Barth Marshall defensive man rushes Tiger fresh quarterback
"He pitched a great excitement . at the plate, 'battle_ one of starter Andy Billie Jean King of New York
who -.ignited the
Miirion.-Molfrinlootto rya the pass a bit to teesfroargetthig-creamed trades wresuftthe paw -Jolintea,-Yankees' dormant bats with a ballgame. He had greatstuff, swinging from_ the- heels on -Hassler's fastballs, Johnson _advanced to the quarter-finals
was incomplete.
home run. and a run-scoring. a great _breaking ball," said eVerY. Pitch.. The . only thjrg '_had to quint through tearing of the $75,000 Atlanta Wciinen'S
Tennis Classic defeating
Herzog, whose- club was that keeps his body from - eyes that were irritated by the
double.
, Francoise Durr of France 6-2,
wind.
the
of
'slender
efforts
Or
The
Johnson also laced a tie- 6-4.
Guidry and the missive
the
propelled
Johnson
Yankees to a 64 triornph •
Calloway -Junior'varsity 'football team- at
•MONliAY
*Thluriday night-and turned the
Reidland for 6:30 p.m. game. Two games in the Middle .
best-of-five AL pennant series.
School Football League,the first game will be_g_in at.5
- intaa-two-out-ofttiree affair.
TUESDAY - Benton at North Calloway for junior high
•
The first of those three
football game at 5 p.m., Grove junior Highat East Calloway
10
Packers
24,
Beigals
City's
Kansas
-kites
at
-Lea
[
games
Football
National
By BRUCE LOWM'
for 5 p.m. junior high football game, Southwest Calloway at
Cincinnati, which thought it _Royals Stadium is tonight.
, unbeaten ranks, that the New
. Al'Sports.Writer
Murray Middle for 6:30 p.m. junior high football game and
got
and
breather
a
Dennis
had
Falcons
righthander
Atlanta
with
Jets,
York
Cleveland
Pity the a6o.r_
Murray State women's tennis team is at SIU for a dual •
the
San
by
Sunday
last
strangled
Used6 Times
20will
City's
Leonard, Kansas
-Brawni."Ater surviving and Philadelphia Eagles
match.
act
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get
will
finally
Diego,
Mike
against
that
and
winner,
off
upsets
pull
mild
game
Cincinnati
t
collisions with the
.1975 Model-boa trade ig - We don't need it. Vinyl
•
WEDNESDAY --Kentucky Wesleyan Willbe at the MSU
Bay can stop Torrez, 17-13 this season.
sides instead of cloth. Several extras, buy now for
Rengals and New England Joe Namath finally will win a together. Green
Tennis Complex for a 3 p.m. match against the M.SiJ women's
the other guys only fora while.
Guidry, the ragin' Cajun
•• Patriots, _they ran into -the Mondayaight game.
1,000.0Q.
_
.
tennis team.
from Carencro, La„ almost
- Pittsburgh Steelers. An now. LAW week's -111-4-- Mark put - Steders 27,Offers6 THURSDAY-Calloway freshman foOthaliteam at South
Playing the Steelers is like didn't make the Yankees in
they're confronted by the the season record at 28,14,
Marshall for 6:30 p.m. football game and Mayfield at Murray
walking down a dark street spring training, only going
.667. This week's picks:
Oakland Raiders.
High for 6:30 p.m.freshman game.
with $20 bills hanging out of north with the team because
RaiderS 27., Browns 19
Oh, well. A 2-2 record, after
.
FRIDAY-The MSU cross country team will have its first
a your pockets. It's an invitation New York didn't have 'any
Oakland
Calling
a murderous four weeks like
home meet of pie season. The triangular meet, with StU and
The Oilers will' other le4-handed relievers. At
mugging.
a
to
the
Understating
is
juggernaut
ashamed
be
to
nothing
is
that,
' r r Oné • rysffit in- spring tit-thine -Tennessee Tech, will-begin-at 3:30 p.m.* the Muiray CouncaSe.-The Raiden -are-eapabie-RSVP-.
of.
14
Lions
26,
Vikings
to
Yankee:Manager Billy Martin, try Chili. Immediately after thg men rim, the women's cross
What we're saying, in other of doing almost anything
Gramm McClure
Doe McClure
country team will host Western Kentucky. The. public is inlook
never
may
Minnesota
field.
footballa
on
anybody
to-tlis 27-year-old: "If
joked
_
will
bs'ords;is that the Raiders
High
of
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free
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The
attend
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of
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the
in
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just
be
to
got
have
The Browns
,lbere_s_ anybody.
.Take=94 last from Murray_iot about 2 miles-take
.• ,
: -- tr.,. win,
an 8 p.m. COntesta-114atSha1l-MintY
Play
Tigers
Will
unless
the
game
this
after
get
and
can
you
mentally
League
exhausted,
American
Plain
right on 280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery. . .
Were alsq,saying Baltimore
- --School.‘Northl9larshaiLStadhuls)--4 r'q-^o1"- Pot-hot
11‘
- '•-•1-1411-s
TMWT-- i-t 0117-7."araigiffirito-Panoratna to-stop stgrr- •
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SATURDAY - The MSU women's tennis team will host
streaks and upsets .on the pitch to him.".
Celts 23,Delphins 14'
right, then left - Congratulations - You've found
Baltimore - has' • looked hoard:. And Detroit simply
Once the season started andNorthern Kentucky Ind Austin Peay to a Atiangular. The
US.
Murray State,Racers will play a 1-.30 p.m. football game at
Guidry was forced into the
strangely unimpressive thus doesn't win the big ones.
MidcileTennessee.
starting rotation, the lanky
By The Associated Press
far while 'Miami has built its _ Chargers 17, Saints 16
FOOTBALL
record with victories over, Or it could be the other way
National Football League
nobodies. Both teams will be around. We happen to think
. LOS ANGELES RAMS - high for this meeting, but the the defense San Diego showed
;:- Signed Jack- Reynolds, .Colts have the manpower to last Sunday is a touch more
real than the offense New
'
linebacker,
get higher.
. !Oilcans showed, _,_ .,, ....._,......
..
- -NEW ORLEA-N4SAINTS..._- ___.Jets2.1„Bills13
Signed John Gilliam, wide - -New York's young defense
'
s 34, Cardinals 17
Cowboy'
receiver: Placed Joel-Parker, is begihnifig to put things
&fore the season began,
!. wide receiver, on the injured • together.. The- -only thing the 'We'd have-guessed thil game
,
Bills have heeirtoble to put would be a -wild shoot-out: But
,reserv-e list.
„
m,, hasau the
.-= - NEW -- YORK GIANTS •- together is the league's it seemsDatta
> Signed Andy Selfridge, longest current losing streak. bullets.
•
_ Falcons 30,49ers 12.
linebackr.7
_ '_
--Broncos 28,Chiefs
The 49ers have shown
HOCKEYIt's Denver's last time to
virtuallx nothing up to now. live it up this season before the
National Hockey League
Atlanta will show them the Broncos get busted by
COLORADO ROCKIES
Aseigiv'd Mike- nwYer- and same sound- dekeise- -they- oaktand_nexteunday_
Brian Ellacott, wingers; showed the equally inept
Patriots 38,Seabawks 13
Skinner, center and Clients. with tbesanae recul,te_
,
; Larry.
There's nothing like a so-so
%. Monte Miron, defenseman, to
Eagles 17, Giants 10
expansion team to make a sick
Phoenix of the Central Hockey
All a team has to do to beat contender well again ...
' League.
the Giants is rush the
Redskins 23, Bucs 3'. NEW YORK ISLANDERS quarterback.
Philadelphia
... and nothing like a
- Assigned Richie Hansen, will take the cue from Atlanta. crummy one to make a so-so
Rams 31,Rears 16
'center, to Fort Worttr of the
tiara feel great_
- -;-.. Central-Hciekey-Leagno•
With-the-Jets,-Natisath-sves-: NEW YORK RANGERS - 0-7 under ABC's lights. He
"BASEBALL
sliseed Jobn Bectharski, say not,, he_ Asi, gledrifyina
.NEW
defenseman; Ben -dosselin with Los Angeles as he was of the Minnesota Twins, who
and Jim Troy, wingers and with New- York, but at least hit .439 in the final month of
-. Bud Stefartski,oenter,to_biew__hes;_winneragaavaweago!s_ -the-seas, was named the
THE
Haven of the American ging nowhere against the American League Player of
TOTALLY
HoCkey League.
the Month for September AL
. ttered RamS.
NEW
•
PriiidentEe
FOBb Odra°
announced.
Carew, who won the league
batting title with a .388
average and 239 hits, drove in
17 -runs in September and
scored 21 times. 'He easily
outdistanced Mitchell Page of
the Oakland A's in the voting.
Page hit .393 with five homers
and 15 RBI in Sentember.

Raiders F'icked By Eight Over

This Week's Sports Calendar

HALF PRICE or LESS
COUCHMEN -FOLD OUT
CAMPING TRAILER

HAPPY HOLIDAY
. TRAVEL,INC.

nigh

Sports Deals - -

The FORD Family of Fine Cars For 1978

Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
- Loneliness is a state of mind more than a set
ot circumstances. Most frequemtylr Is ruutetl
in self-conteredness and selfishness. It feeds
on self-debasement and produces acute selfpity. "All in the world is going to pot, most
people are crooks, and the only good thing
about today is that it isn't as bad as tomorrow
is going to be" is the outlook of the lonely
cynic.
The happiest, warmest, most secure, friendliest, and lovable people ase...thase who unselfishly serve others. The biblical maxim,"It is
more blessed to give than receive" (Acts
20:35) is rewardingly practical. The divine
declaration, "But he that is greatest among
you shall be your servant"(Matthew 23:11) is
the testimony of happy and fulfilled people.
Follow the words of David Dunn's book,"TRY
GIVING YOUREkEy.AWAY," and you will find
•
a happier and more contented "you."
For just a. week do something.good and
helpful for someone else without being
asked,- or expecting to be rewarded or
praised. Remember Jesus gave everything
that we might have all things." (II Corinthians
8:9)

Bowling
Standings
Magic Tri
Bowling League
W
L
Team
4
12
Dixieland Center
5
11
Thurman Fur1691111
10
Jerry's Restaurant •
6
'—
10
Dennison Hunt
7
9
Hawaiian Tropics.
9
7
Paradise Kennels
-a- a
Ant ciTIWurrty
10
6
Beauty Box
- 10
Peoples Bank
6
10
Murray Ins
11
5
Personality Beauty Shop
12
4
Roses
High Team Game I SO
742
Bank of Murray
732
Dixieland Center
721
Digieland Center
721
Peoples Bank
High Team Game(HO
1067
Bank of Murray
915
Paradise Kennels
97t
Bank of Murray
High Team Series('SC)
2154
_
Dixieland C,ent,r
21110'
Thurrnan Furnjture
2067
Dennison Hunt
High Team Series(HO
3009
Bank of Murray
2914
Paradise Kennels
2832
Dixieland Center
High bid. Game SC
203
Zandra Bailey
194
Lois Smith
169
Debbie Hopper
High Ind. Game I Fin •
2311
SmiUl,
4,019
236
Sanarc'snerson
237
.
Debbie Hoppag,.
High Ind. Series SC
523
Pat Willett
506
Lois Smith
463
v
Debbie Hopper
High Ind, Senes'i HC
643
Pat Willett
640
• Peggy Bebber
6311
I nis Smith
itigtraverages
•'
1113
Wanda Browti ,
: ..
160
Zaildrli Bailey
157.
Wirae magma
Pat Willett
,
LOU MAO.

Barbara Hendon,••
Mildred Hodge
Debbie Hopper. .
Elaine Pittinger
I nida Johnson

le
. 146
. . 144
143

We now have a complete selection of 1978 Ford cars and trucks for you to choose
from...come in today and see any our courteous salesmen!

CARLOS JONES

` RON WRIGHT

PAUL GARIAND

RWEST

PARKER FORD
Phone 753-5273

JOHN HUTCHING

Pit& 9:7NE MURRAY,I y , LEDGER slues,Wit,Octet*
HOSPITAL nws

,
11h
lag

kee
he
hth
F
in
oil

ded
ork
a1s
ing
6-2,

September 17, 1977
Adults 1(8
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Kendall mother
flYebra ), Rt. 2, Murray, Baby
.
Boy Adams (Mother MartlIa), Rt. 2,lirksey, Baby Boy
Garland(mother Janelte), Rt.
1, Alm% Baby__ Girl Banks
(mother Sheila), 304 Irvan,
Murray.
•-•
• DRIMISSALS
,
TIZTossey,• Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra K.
-- Byars and-Babrileft-Rt.-17 —
Pay' ear, Tn., Mrs. Deborah
F. Ahart and Baby coy,
Dexter, Mrs. Patricia 0.
Morgan and Bab31403.
, ALS:
-Murray., Mrs. - -Patrieia A.
Knight and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, -ICiritsey, Kenneth W. Wells, t.
J, -Cottage Grove, Tn.. Mrs.
"Ginger K.Peck,Rt.9, Benton,
Mrs. Rebeeill-K-24lenson,
McClain Tr. CL., No. 12,Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Reva J. Jackson,
Box 95, Sedalia„Mra. Teresa
. A.French,No.91./tiveria
Murray, Mrs. ball-31.1515 Dudley Dr, Murray, Joe
J,..Charnbers,Rt, 7,jdayilaid,
, Mrs. -Melba O. wlfL Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Frieda N.Cox, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Mary-L.-- Geurin, Rt. 8, MUtray,-Mtir '
Eloise %icy, Rt. lty -Murray,
Mrs. Brenda A. Cathey,314 S.
..15th., Murray, Mrs. Betty R.
Wilder, 410 S. 16th., Murray,
—PArs-Vnema-R. Wright,-R1-11Murray; GA.Shoemaker, Rt.
2, Hazel, -Mrs. .flumoir-87-•
Garner, 513 Broad, Murray,
. Ronald M. Williams, Rt. I,
Springville, Tn.,. Mrs. Ethtk
Rt.: I,lill-G00,80 •
_ Givens, 412 S. ea, Murray,.
'Boyd Btnell,-Rt. 1, Atm,
Mrs. Godie Cole, 508 S. 8th.,
Murray,
Seyer,.

PRICES
GOOD

Central
Shopping
Center

-

Pinp Muff

Bumphis (expired),
Mrs: Ennis
284"Pine,
McDaniel (expired),I Rt. 3,
Murray.

• 'Buster

• State To Drop
Food Stamp
lofees Next Year

Wintuck
11 -oz.
Johnson's Baby

IFRANITORtiry-.1Xci)=
recipients will no longer have
- I0- PaY-a__fee for tlie stamps
beginning in the spring ofnext
-rear, --accoMhi-g-3
Insurance commissioner Gail
Huecket!'., •
.Under_lhe currenlrntgn,
Jou. food
.stamps must, buy them
• ___- according.ILL& _AlidiAgnacale.
fee below the value of the
-stamps. A bill signed last
week by President Carter
payment
the
removed
requirement, Ms. Huefker
said,
thlawes
effect, she.said;each client
reeRiveireelothistampS
equal to that recipient's
present "bonus" amount.

_

.

leg. WI

A

BIG

4.1
-MEE "

T,Ipe
n,36 co._ sr,
ms01°6

Reg. 1.99

TAILPIPE
INSTANTLYOtis

Jaws'
Game

Rag. 12.91

pipets, tool

$R44
599

igm11/141,k,

Save
money...
pipe bantling
to you- specs.
TAILPIPES
DUALS

n
i
eg
MR MI6 4
r
FAM--

11WIN

Reg. 1.00

fne

EXHAUST PIPES
FORMING
EXPANDING

Discount
Mufflers
from
10
%t°

20%

On Exhaust °tI
Parts

*Free
Inspection*

• Aithertsod Iluth lend*,(*tow

5 lb. 4 or.
12
$
5

Clorox

F

Table and
Chair Set
Re, 1488$1288

$

Etch-ASketch
$447
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•
HANK LAGORCE gave the Murray State Racers their only' _score last week in the 173loss taMoralread.lbe Racers will be trying to give
tagorce plenty ot work(kicking ertra-points hopettrity)-whewtherplarat Martin Saturday.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.

Ads* put, heir
to4 t Akt
1"-"=:'kY0U I feel the
"nr"*""°" Idifference!
'

,
753-3062

503 Walnut

Mcl5eel
Equipment Co., Inc. CM.
KILL BROADLEAF
WEEDS WITH ORTNO
WEED-840N
LARKWEEITlaw
•

15
,
olarcif moods - •DC,15

cone,.

•

SPRAY 'Elll AWN
er.ung.silarke

o .41Firvii=

'
LAWN AND'
'GARDEN SPRAYER

t...
* CO" aINO SC,81, bOlt

The Notion's No. 1 &editor
in Agriculture_
_
-304 No.4th Murrdy,Ky.

Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden Center
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY,STORE

gwin 4raahe5
_ OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.
ritreet• -—3
-1
41
-air4rft
MureayrKyr4207-1-Phone-753-0123-

Murray-Mayfield

Jeep 4-

ri
AMC

o•
78's Will Be Arriving Soon!

CJ-7, CJ-5, Pacer IL Pacer Wagon,

Murray Electric
System

AMX, Gremlin, Concord L.Matador

Cain AMC Jeep .
806 Coldwater Road •-

Paschall- —
Truck Lines

-753-6448

401 Olive

753-5321

/VI. The Way Tigers

BURCIER
QUEEN

NTERIORS

Phone 753-1717
Hours:
Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; Si. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,

Lowest Shelf

_.\_. Q.
..
.....t.JI_ lac
Pzices Around

NEW

FAMILY RESTAURANT .. Open_ 24 hours a day, Every Day!

HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES& SHAKES
Famous

-Tn.; Memphis, Tn.

STOKES TRACTOR
AND
IMPLEMENT CO.

---5-noints • Murray. Ky.
SERVED4 00 P R -II 00A M
UNTIL 12 NOON.171PnliNDAIS

10th 8 Chestnut
Telephone 753-1474

North 12th St.

For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches d Plotters
PRIVATE
DININGROOM
PHONE 502-753-7992

Massey Ferguson

Industrial Road
753-1319

RandyThornton

Service Co.
- Heating, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

802 Chestnut

Large Selection
Unfinished Furniture

753-8181
Murray, Kentucky

Go Racers

Call the

237 No. 8th, Mayfield

753-830Z

Clinic Pharmacy
' -1804 Coldwater Rd. - 753-11660

-West Kentucky
,Rural Telephone

Prescription Specialists
Free Delivery

Member F.0.1.C.

6 a.m. til 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. & Sat.

•

At md Walnut

.

Serving Graves, Calloway,--tilarshall,.
Carlisle and Henry 'County, Tenn.

753-4351 - 247-4350
- Men-Seam Mgr:-
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Schedules For The Week Of Oct 8 - Oct. 14 _
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WTVF-5
WSM-4

.

fitiolvdt

WilmSsoffirt

_

•

11
-411.

nfIRCDAY

FRIDAY

Tuk.
Oct. 11
'
Friday,Oct.-"r
, g --on
IC1-01'1
,-er,25.
A
fterncer
A rternocr
1. .ernoon
A t‘terr..x-r
A
mom
WNGE-2
7 p. m. Options "Changing
WSI L-3
WPSD-6
KFVS-12
1
Devotional - Ievotlala.:
Devotional
Devotienal
Saimaa
-...Devotitesal
4:311-Swatter
The
SoWeettir
Criminal
Personality"
Searle'
4:
30
-A
7:00-Seporfriends
6:0
?letter
S:55- Aprireltors. 11.1-41
The ;
1
,111-a
.
',..)clettes
in
•
WS
lest:nes
t.lest
for
-Bees
6:4S- Weather MTh.
Saw
6:00- Alert*
..ad
ih-s. &unmet Yocbelaon and
Dirienslorl
0:30-News
Trarisiticn
of Progress
7:55-Sarrobrorso loci • p#:25-form Digest
Adventure- '
7:11-The C.I. Mars
1:00- 01r. Melee
5:
DO
FYICI..S.
7:00-SCOW FfillOdl
Pncts
FYX,...r
'
coo_ sc'esby AUsoar, 6:30-Pink Pentber
IADCtF
7:00-11wps Sall
Stanton Samenow have dO4e
LW-Sheri Lewis
5:30
11:30-Shalobiode
veir, Sports
news , Sports
,-.7porls
1:00-LOU A-Lympics
News, rvort 3
news , Sports
,
9:2S-Schoolhooso Reck 7:00-C.I. Bean
IN Als. Magee
good deal of--work with,-- Weather
- ... Weather
- `deather
Weather
10:00-Kroft's
' S:30- The Biatehtre
analet
1:3°7Siew
10:1111-Rrefts Sepershow SAW-lhe Tose Sealieele ,
Acelhal
0a
le
in-S""
im....
6:00
.
Utiles Say
Washingten
lYsvellze
criminals. During -this !tartly
9:30-1Am The Greatest
ruilsensah
6:3•_sowso fkomay
1140-Oes iif Schwa
10:55-Scheib:How Rock 11411- Thu New Archie.
---Dehates
Dcas
aitdoers
R-ioff
11:00- Wacke
10:110-Thender
program
Dr. Semen°,
12:00-lemisteed
..:3.J - .-;:,..erica's FretIMO-Illatesmi
11:00-010 of School
0:30-I am the Greatest 1131-1.1
lov't Frofit
FrJous cri
Sportscope
71.an-off
Albert
HS:30-Sawa A Rowe
regorts on ways in which the
12:30- Mid Klapiem
11110- Waste
ler q , it,-.11erwLee rte inliat.i_w_ ,..,?..ergy
12:011-11eadstm4
10:01-Theeder
,,,„.
... ,..1k1-1-cff _. _
L.14,7.-_:•ff
. -Sis.
,
V.- i'
-. ---• caminal..personality may be - 7:0.0 71.g.,-.),
hit Albert
Oil-WPM Of Seeds 12.30-WIW Kiredom
111.10Pu°11
-14136-Seareli&Swore '''''"7"'restilist
1146
73°e"
Oe
7:30.
-Spot§ght
Scbards
1:00
'11:30-:11•11d
Gale
'
12:16_30okos
wf 661
•
Murray- CIty .
2:30- NCAA
1:00- World of Sports
11:00- ilepgy Pants
altered. He is interviewed by
12:00-1190-TV
1:30- km City 5
Coixtol 1 Meet I r6:00-16es Remo
12:30-Hhe hilkkell
2:30-KAA Nobel
11:30-Red
Need
Goes
t.
4
Irma
Aandahl
from
WAMU,...
:?.ign-off
640-upowasso
.we
, 12:mm_ mosebo1smoyesti 2:00-News Cmderoace 12:311-..Ate, the ferepper . 1,mm _sososan,faomma
7:10-Rik .19
Nighdlight 91 Heard
,
2:30 Goes Autry ' 1:00-Idevie'
7:30- Opwatieeletticesi 1:00 _Rck
2:22-Him
3:00-Grape
3:00-Perry Maim
2:30-Pablic Affairs Fenn Monday-Fridarthis four-hour
4,00-Stinky K Notch 7:30-Operation Petticoat 3:30-N...,feneby
Biliter
A
4:191411111111
"
t
4:30-Porter"lower
program of
---atc--9:110-400r lee
3:00- This is WI
4:00-.us k To Skew 4:00-*Nokias
1:00=Stinky &Notch
' - Mcnci2C
Cet '
10‘---- 2
1 .. 'tricisnortla
t"t-Trf'
t
S:00-Saaid Ciwitiel
--4nthltien• tr.ww.,.
-5:00-MeoeWo
- . -::111:0(1- Newmark
3:30-Iperts Apectearies "
_
9:111-tlyellaey
4:31-Pep Gies
S: -News '
10:30-Some: 1W9
10:00_ mew,
5:00-News
5:00-Porter Wooster
513°71°1w
'
Tuesday
1. !CI" P.
nections" at 12:30. This *reeks
,11tIcal F.clent1st
6:00-News
6:00- Noe Nor
11:30- Wrestling
7",:et:-1.-1
O. Mr. J'arres Weatherly, Acting I'hair*, Dert. r r 1:14 neerinc
530- News
10:15-Mews
5:30- Nashville /desk
guest is John patting.
Norbert
6:30-Accent
7
;
00Bile
'
and 'Iechnology.
12:30-PTL ChM
6:110-Nee Naw
10:30-Do, Kirshner Rork 6:410-Nows
_ _
7130-- Jeffers:0s ..., 7411-4MaicAlemeri
3. Ctooking Lessons with. Vir:lArg
'''''"--- •
2:30- Nowswaidi
7:011-11411 Nowliart
6:30-11arti Neshrille
Movie
Rerstiell
COO1:30-Terry
Saturday,-Oct
'tech
Got
We're
7300
7:00-Semis Woman
1
:a- dneF y
1. Book Seat: Roy Helton, ?ClI Iglish Dec,artnent
POO-Carol Ikersett
14140-Neres.
10 a.m. KM- Stuff--A-neir
'Cie-Serie
rlistory In PezpectIve
'
11:20-Goldento
111:50-0isce
'
-,.
MOO-News
1effersses
Program
for
children
1:110-4;.10:20-News
WU
Nursing Depart.rzent
10:50-Salvo* Night LivO 1°:"-Glisis"1.11.
1:30-Teal Sada
produced in cooperation with
: Walked: Deed
'.- Murray High •I'ohool Sports
12:30-1 $py
'
' 11309:00-Carel %reek
the Calloway _County.,Public
-3.... Dr. F'ralik Iliwiiipt,*7v critisiue
eras,..
1040-News
Library.
•
12:00AI-flews
'
10:30- Geesaialte
1. LibFary.Ciopner with ,I4aravulet Trevathan
11:30
12:30-Sissies & Idadees
_m. irashington
., 2-• Ililloktay- Oount.y iiikt School Varts _:._ „ .
12:00-Sipe Off
. .
Week In Review Another new
.
3 -- T•'- '.7"' '.' mitTingly, St. Leo's tit
thOlic C'hur:oh, Murray
program from National Public
Radio takes a look at the
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
major .events in Wallington I WNGE-2
KFVS-i2
irvus
-AVSM-71 ' 1-5:30-Sweaser
WIIL-3
• for Vie week. - "f•-Semester
' ill-Fur. Digest
Chrittepher Doom
1 Pin.San Fr-noels-en Opera
7:00-Ohm Ridge Geartet 7:00_ Domm ,
•:00-Sad Wow
ft mow, 6:30-Carl Tiptoe
I.:/0-011ie fleptiet
6:30-News
For the first time WICMS is
7'Te--eeT ef °sees''
7:1111-Gespel Neer
, 730- Jeff's CoKie
7:00- Noma Dieseasias ' able to bring its listeners the:00-Neese of Worship 11:00-1emies Robison
1100- Nashville Gospel
0:00- Own %were
7:30- Noah'of Trath
:30-Amazing &ICC
1:30-Orel Roberts
c
of Discovery
San
1:30
-James
Rebiserta
Francisco
Opera
DDiscovery
11:00-tGhost Bestirs
,1:110-UM* Rascals
9:00-01d Thae Gospel 6,00_ Diwomka.„ m he% 9:00- Orli Roberts
broadcast
season.
11:311-Art
H
1 :30-11ire• Stones
9311- Two Rivers Neer
10:1110-4
'
66/ Gil
"
AT• 930- NereW of Tryth
"
9:00-1st Rept. Chrreb
Sunday,Oct.9
9:30,1w Illiwasnl
1040:y.,Olin*
1e:30-"IN°,"'We 10:00-Comb Peewees
10:110-Cassese Three
- 5 P. m. Voices In The wind 10:30- Wooateat Septist 11:00-Imes 1. Answers 11:00-Meet the Press
-11,00-fTe TeelKel
111:30-Fece tie *Mks
Oscar Brand takes you
11:30- News Conferees, 11:30-Dee -Terme
I:30_160m,spion,„„
11:30-1111 NOW
11:00- This is the Life
12:00Dirocfl000
12:00-Isms a Anwers
through
a one-hour magazine
12:00_ Netiosel Goopraph KIN-o0 WW1°
11:30- PIN Fortimil
12:311-paimberiaw
i1
82:30- Man Majors
7:00- beds
journey with voices from all
1:00
-FL
N
Netball
6:01-Sixty
Minetes
Fools
1:30-Casts ' 12:55-idoordhoosiRocO 1cm_ RA
7:30-0a Our Owe
walks of life.
.
7:011-1Sede '
:pp _46661666 Welk
1:00- beeide haters
4,30_ fwe of,
ft 666d
6:00-41 ht The imaily
8:30Jazz- Revisited
7:31-Oa Oar Owe
4:30- Thrileseker Sports 6:00_ mows
3:31-Alevie
130- Alice
.11:00-Al le the Thinly
plus more Jazz Revisited
5:00- College FUN Nilitimi6:00_ Disney
5:30-Mid Maiden
9:011-Kolak
11:30-Ake
starts,
5:30- Wild Maples
the_ excning„ with
A:00= Nerdy Says
1040-Nows
000-Bigbeet,
:111141411
7:00-Sh Wise $ Mae 6:00- Hardyler10:31-She
- Repeats."- Guesrainclude
No Ns
.
10:00-News
1040News
7:00-Six Million S Mae 10:30-Scd
1:00-AK Movie
Jelly Roll Morton, Mildred
ol City
• //41/•-1111•1/11••••
i 1015: lbws
11:00- Meek.
111:00-Newswatch
11:30-Face The Nikko
Baily and Art Hodes & Ifis•
11:00-Metie
r
1111:30-=Gmesaseke
10:30-Focus: Sex Therepy 10:43-News
12:00-News
-'
11:30-Thililli Affairs Perm Chicagoans. Jazz Alive is next11:00-700 Clob
11:00-Seel of the City
12:00-Gospel-G.1W,
1240-Nowt
at 9:00 with. guests The
11:30-Direction
..
Charles Mingus Quintet-and
•
12:00-New life Neer ""
1.2430.-Mexes
-....
Ed --Blackwell,Contemporary-jar; follows with Jazz
b.
-..-„.
- -.
.. ..
-Udine" AlWif(WITiirV.Robed Wagnekr, as Rank MacBride" and Pete Ryan,-"civet.
'
•.
Monday,
Oct.
10
lively,
attempt to soh,"the mystery& a movie star plagued by MystetiOpS MiShAp", in
".
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MORDAriHROUGHTRIDAY.
7p. m.Options In Education
Oct.14(9:00A0:00 p.m. CT)on the CBS Television Netwo*.
Part -two --of =Portrait ofWNGE-2
WTVF-S
S-12
WSIL-3 WPSD-6"
KFV
WSM -4
.
.
American Adolescence"
S:43 -Ileariw.
6:15-Weather Mo.
6:00-Semeser Semester
5:00-Coantry 1:semi
6:00-Geed Moraine Am., 1:00-M"
dealing
with the
unroe,
Dovellea
3
,
30_
cof
5:53Mona!
treakfast
Show
Club
Smith
9:00-700
Arthur
6:30
6:2530k..Show
6,00_ 16,,,,s.
-ItelphimeerShoss
6:00
derstanding
of
twelve
to
fifhod
News
-Fondly
-PastooSpeaks
Menlo,
7:0010:30
6:54
LW-Green Acres
7:00.- Teday Show
1,00_ pip noes Sin*, 7:00-Today Sew
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'Morning Worstup
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.
11.111...
.6:30 p.m.
.Sveding Wriptip
LOCUST GROVE
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Morning Worship
.7•00p4 m4
Evening Worship
CHESTNUT STREET poem "
.
'10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11:00a. m.
MoniMg Worslup
-

Evening service

.
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- Wednesday Soria&
SundayScheel .
Worahrpflenvice
Aside. Nile

Bags &

Relator & Avto Glass Senrice

•

Beauty
Salon
OD
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,i,(It........__•
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• twit, HST At lt,,

rove Points

'753-7111

"WS Finger

-

ma-7st
'

Sycamore at 12tit

Paschall Truck-Lines

753-1717
,- - - Murray, Ky.... ". "

1

Distributing Ca. Inc.
SOuth 2nd
753-2752 Or 753-3571

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Ingines-Rticriatots. Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
753-4424

- •- • -

.

- 'So. 1-2th & Stony
753-6655

500 Main
753-3231

7531215

Food Giant
Bel-Air Shopping Center

1111.15 ENTIRTAIM YOU

.

Let us Entertain You

ii;

Worship Regularly

-

Bes t
Ph. 753-2202

M
Theatres

641 North - 753-2654

FTD

Flowers for All Occasions Ne'
House Plants Landscaping
$OO N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944

•

Try. Jesus

Acres of .
Free Parking ,

1Ni:tn.-sat.

1-6 Sun.

Shop For The
Entire Family

753.11777

,

Alel

Tiny Tot _
Day Cara

A*

,5114'4
C4244;

Restaurant

Famous Fish Ditiners •
CM Hwy.64 st Aurora
Phone 474-2202

-- •

fp- -

-.

'
.......,.....I

Air Conditioning- Heating.Consintecied Refrigeration

-

,
..

aim

..- Shop

r

ill
.4111111

Money
753-1323

--

oTAsco. ,. 73 -1 31

Oil Company
.
'
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS

SHILL
'
I. 1/

Itel-A6r Snapping Come.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
„.
Co Operative Corp.
Phone 753,5012

c

belies, Ithrfflors

Serving r.allowiry, Groves,
end C.arlisle Comities

v

Hendon's Service Station

94 Wimkirmi

----.7-7-..,..

. Kentucky Lake

-

- .•4 _.

1
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Body Work 8 Pointing
Nite 753-2486, 2112 Coldwater Rd-753-7401

Phone 753_1713

OPIMI inn 41.M. • CMS* 11:00 ate.
Sew* Open 11:00-em.•
10:00 p.m.
Soma I26 • Phone 753-9131

-

Thornton Body

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery

Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12•Midnight

Ward
. -Elkins ,. .

'
ROSES

Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store -

ii,

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181
802 Chestnut

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For AN Tour Fertilizer Needs"
.. 103 Maple - 753-1931'
Central
Shopping
Center

Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
510 a.m. -5:30ptn.
753-1994
407 N. 12th

Big John's

Shirley's Florist &
Garden-Center

.

Open 9.9

...0,-ww._

Murray Memorial Gardens .
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service

Bel-Air Center

"Go To Church Sunday- •

Mgr, EI: Loam, AIMMli A. Maas mid tarry Sinn,snows

,

-Honor Thy----father and Mother

It .'

.

"Home of Quality, Economy
Selectiees"

•

Jesus Saves

- wg
. --- - 130_likt At its

Randy Thornton Service Co.

urray

753-3914

-

1415 Main St..

Tabers Body
-Shop,-Tnr..-

- 401 Olive - 753-5312

DeVanti s Steak
& Pizza House

We use plastic &
wood?reatment for
mold fungus

Storey's

Murray Electric System

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control -

._

Corvette anes
.--

Stokes Tractor 8,
--Dunn Furniture •
.
- Implement Co.
$ Appliance '---.1:V..,--..5-.
Whirlpool
Sales.
g service Quasar
SERVICE
AND
SALES
MASIUY-FERG1JSON
753-1319
Phone
Industrial Road
753-3037
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Phone 753-5005
'Bet-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

•,

402 N.12th
753-4845

•

...

Murray Cablevision

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut
753-4832
-

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285

•

IF

-.7-,

Creirtive Printers, Inc.

Wells Electric

--- - -

_

Freed.Cotham Co., Inc.

-

Peoples Bank of Murray, Kr. .
. ........._....
,
- Member FDIC
.
ateititirt St.

Rudy Lovett

Phone 1-6441

_____

753-1221

Thy Shalt Net Steal

-

..

Rt. 4

Call in Order; 753-7101

P ILLIPS

We Special Order Promptly

COMPLIMENTS

Liekin' Good"

_

Cain-AMC
Jeep

God Is Loire

Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books

-.

753-7992

753-759$

Iry Our Derwases Beef mud Non Sandwidres

1 1/2 Block Lot S. 12th
Phone 753-1489

..

Toot ComplotS Tiro Soroke Canter
Theo All-Lterge or *ail"
Max IL441 • ..

Acf,eoohrT)arth

SUNDAY SPECIAL
Ustkay-1.Dreasing

Jain Us After Church

1(attigeksi f-ried Ckiektst

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

100 Sc. 13% St.

Keel. Ptirthase Tire

."We Service

.

.

.

Carro.II1Tire Service .
1105 Pogue

-

u.s. c‘...,.44....

-.

806 Coldwater Rd.

.

Dixieland Center'

Boyd's Auto Repair

Top Oisality AS641 Cars
.

,

_

Following Supporting Firnis.

"For The Complete Look"

Gerreld Soyd-Oweer
-:- Complete Aetematic Truirsaissiee Swaim
-heat Eat klignamat
-Complete Tune-Up A Repair SerViCII-

,

•

--• •

.

e
viiiizone

' Beads

Hwy 94 L(3 miles east of Warm)753-0277

.

••

ROB Csidwater Reed

"Anything

American '
Motors
._. _ ....

_

Tills Page M' Ode Po*siible By The
4

Septic Tanks - Driveway Culvets Stock Water Tanks
in Pre-Cast Concrete"

- -- -

Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
7:00p, m.
Evening Worship
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9:30a. m.
Worship Service
- - -10..45a. m.

_.

i -

-

noon- comititimino
lot/c3rdSunday
- L.,10,9•14..
• 7:10p. m.
Evening
- - - - 51-19114.in
bid at 4th Sunday -•
No Veining Woriltdp
_ - ., IIIMIEL UNITES) ,
11:00a. m.
let G3rdsismay
I:36a. in.
tad lk 4th Sunday
601 p.m.
Evening
SOWN PLEASANT GROVE
I0:00 a.m.
Sundey School
11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p. m.
Evening
• 'STOREY'S OLAPIR ONITIO
9:45a. m.
Morning Wprship
• 14:45a. m.
Benday School - '

MOUNT PLEASANT

.

-

-

•

- WAYMEN CNAPEL
•
' AAU CNINICN
•
Morning Services
``,.
. . • 10:41 a.rn.

.11..- 00a.m.. .
' WelliiPftrvic. ..••_ __ . NORTH PLEASANT GROVE 45 mm.
'
"Sundpy $Choql
, 11:00e. m.
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
•
10;pi a, in,
-Sunday School
ti a. m.,7 p. ea.
Worship Services

•

---..--

SEVENTH OAT ADVENTIST
_ BONO Scboo.I _ 5at. 10:30a. m.
WheslitIServite
1
-.rat.9:151, m

Paul Welch
CONCrete Products

,

4

. - ,ii.....,.-- -

7:9000i.
. mg"
.
11:60 a.m.
pm..
7:00

_ Sundly

• slyly,amainums
.
1603a.m.
Sunday

-

,

.

4

DEXTERIAPTOT 010101

•

OF LATTER DAT SAINTS,. .
' 10:55a. m..
- SionclaiSchool
.
-•
. ST. LEO C.ATHOLK
,
.1._7.
CHURCHI
.- ..
Sunday Mass 8 a. in., II a. in., 4:30-p. in.
•
. %poi:, ne mac.
Saturday Mass6:M p. M.
• i.e CHUM.•• WI".
------••CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Farm& Ave. and 17th St., Mumy,Ky.:Suridays 11:00.. m. Testimony meeting seemid
DORMER MISSIONARY IMPOST
Viednesday 3 p. m.
,
'. ' 10!00 a.rh:
'Sunday Sciice!
•
. 191110.1/118•91911111SSES
11 CO a m.6/600 p.m.
Preaching
Watchtower .
i,
10:30a. m.
Wednesday night
.
•Litirwr--'.- - SPRING CRUEL ..
- ..
--'- -- WIMAWKCIIMIPIEtA.M.S..
-. . - • Vlershtpbervices
-15:08.am.;T:00‘.ni.
5
IAPTIST CHURCH
MEIN'S
teritOPAI
Morrung Worship
- i: • - ,
orstup Hour
Evening Worship
_
7:00 p. ra......ti
ChirchSehisal---13•00-wi-nt,
_______ .
ST. /OWN BAPTIST CHURCH
. •
- ' IMMANUEL Lomita
Morning Worstlip
10:46 a. m. .sung"school
9:15 a.m.
..i..oup.

.. . - •
thank God for the things‘that
on. -rid-not" . - . .rris-r. inaTsin-ii,iry-RITMO a cold,didnottose.your jolt, the cur-did-not-tweak ---•-•
people
down, take time to count your blessings.
They sel..:. •
''"spetwfmuch of their life wishing to have
dom take the time to think • of the many Unfortunate.
things that could have happened hut did nOt. Go.• to
church this Sunda...V-11nd. instead of asking God for more.;
thank Him for not.

.
Take' time eonietime to
-. 'did Mit 'hiiiiiieii . ibis weeL

'L..-.,

•

Presbyterian

----••

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Serviced
10.45 a.m.,7:00 p.m.
'MURRAY alum* Falassisp
10:30 a. rn.
W"shiP

--"
:.
MT.CARIIIKE
Wallel• earelee 1.0•00 li. in. 2nd Sunder:
110a. m. Mb Sunday &May.School 10:00
a.in. 1st,3ed,k 4th Sunder 11:00 a. m. 2nd

- - -'
10:00a. m...
11:00a. m.
6:00 p. m.

ALMO
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evenuig Worship

Christian

'
'
• ---011:01ALIAI sof*10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
ti
:lie
a. m. .
Worship Service
.• Leap:- m..
VesperSetvice
-'
' _. _____-- ___ _ CIMDWATER
.
___ _.. _____
•
i 11:00a. m.
Morning Services
__&00p..m.
-EveningSteritices -'

MT. RUMOR
Worshigi Service 1000 a. ra. ist Sunday It
11:0 a. in. 3r41 Sunday:. Sunday School11.00
a.m. 1st SundaY-10:00 a. m.2nd,3rd,&4th
sum"
.

-- - 10awl" • 1011Sii.M.
Sunda School
- - priew /lc
blaming Worship
Evening Worship 7.00 p. rn.( Sunday 1/4 Well•
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FIRST tINITIFI .. ..
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Church
..:. of Christ

Pentecostal

OWENS CHAPIt.

10:00
:AAS
ZINE
S al
lailinD
APIL
W
VIorship
°rahlP Service 11 a m., 1st Sunday , 10 00 a
m. 3rd Sunday,Sunday School 10 00 a m .
Znd & 4th

.

.

• -hoc.

. 11:SO
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'
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WU MUNIONST
0141101,

... Worship

.
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...Attend Ch urch
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'4.- -Itilfititi-UPTIST--- Morning Worship
' • 11:00a. in.
,
730 p.m
Evening Worship

.
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•
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• -. • '-• •
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AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

.
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CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

(66

ow.

ile. 4th Street

Phone 753-1921

.

West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B . Seor$, Gen. Manager

Sof991 Greta*. Collogroy, humbug, Carlisle Covirtiai in Ky. end
Henry Co., Unit

.•

733-43S-ee-247.435° -

'

Kenlake Marina
J.W.•WILHAM-GR
M .
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS '.

Ily.. Lake State NO -

-

'

Ple. 474-2745

„

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric .
Sales and Service
Plume 753-5th

•

.

.
• 20S N. 4th St.

- .11
.•

•

'
•

2

I
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Murray High Class Of*I921

•

••••,--'
A

•

•ol s th Reunion With
Jennings As The Speaker,

.4

NOTICE
Ray Clark, Superintendent, City of Murray Street
Department, announces that the Street Department-will begin its annual leaf pick up service for the citizens
of the City of Murray effective immediately. Leaves
should be put in plastic bags and placed at the curb. To
.tivail themselves of this service, residents are asked to call 753-3790 between the hours elf 7:00 A.M. and 3:36
P.M.

The regular leaf-machine pick up will begin later in the
Daring the anxious moments, Watson of Princeton, Mrs.
season and will be announced by the news media.
By KERBY JENNINGS
0ever, Mrs.
Walter _ Charlie (Monya Jetton) Calm
Murray High School Class of
of of Mayfield, Mrs. Bun
Dent
1921, met in reunion at the, (maYme 5a"ein•
•
correspon- (Robbye Maatiehi)' Wilson,
Triangle Restaurant ' in Charleston,
Rains of Dearborn,
Murray in recognition of its ding secretary, was prepared Lowry
'to assume the role of master of Mich., Mrs. Robert (Clara
56th anniversary with 23
cerentonies inasmuch as she Louise Wall)Jones of Murray,
graduates, underclassmen
the class inspiration of the Adolphus Erwin Of LivoniS, ---and close friends in atconnagtogether
of students of Mich., Mrs. Fulton ( Irene
tendance. The occasion was a
21,
her Cunningham) Young of
Regrettably,
noon day luncheon Saturday,
Murray Route- Five, Mrs.
ministerial
Walter
husband
October 1.
(Velma Tyree) DarDent
Sylvan
was
CVO; "WIZ - 17
unable-to
be-present
19/4P/O.P.
,
The meal was-aerved ,in the
Vince (Eva Rogers)
year
as
Mrs.
nell,
had
usual
been
the
of
*le
conyeptiorial„ tatelly_
BIG(
ARTHRHYS DRIN - Becky West,left,end Angela N021,..light,are-Co-chairman Rir the
om.Cummings of LaGrange, lIt
the late teens and early
AOhritis Drive for the Murray High School Chapter ofthe Future Homemakers of
of
Miami,
Dulaney
Miss
Hilda
old-fashioned
Following
the
America. Danna Shipley, center, is Murray High FHA Chapter president. They will be . twenties.- In addition,. the dinner, Mr. Orr opened the Fla., Mrs. Burie (Ebeth Imes)
directing theynienibersIn
canvass of part of the:city af.Murray for the Arthritis .
eL" 7.71:1
1 4 - discussion hour with an in- 7
,
-Cooper of Murray, Mrs.
State fund which is the only voluntary agency*Wong m the. Id of arthritis which
f1
'
vitation
James E.(Flo Imes) Poiersto
celebrants
to
share
members of ,the Social
fects over 321:000. Initit-lciariS. Also aSsisting in the drive in Murray Calloway County
their joys and sorrows of 56 of Louisville, Mr. Orr, Md.
Seturity system a reflection-of during this period are members of the Calloway County High School FHA Chapter,
Meador)
years since
17/4-Wr 12=3115111SEI 11:0 4.,‘
felloy_graduation with Barber (Jimmie
the sunrise.. that _ oncemembers of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club,and members the
their
Mich., Royal
.Oak,
Clanton
of
The
studentslengthening
prevailedto
the
'
0.
1
4111 /6..‘ 'elk 0
shadows of retirement.
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.
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- " Mis.--ttobbie-(Robbie.Rogersi
Va.,
Martinsville,
of
-Atkins
the
.with
Veldt
--- •
--- - s
staff Photo bv CearimcCult*eon
All of the celebrants, dassnon to
however, eite not retired for forcefulness that sperked Mrs. C.B.(Oneida Wear) Ford
their post-World War I .of Murray, the Rev. Hafford
the president of the MHS ClasS
'On Any 20 Exposure WIloWn
,dynaeism had been assumed Overby of Warren, Mich., and
of 1921, crowford coer, is
VE LOPED & PRINTED
(Marion
Frank
active representative of an by Mrs. Dent who prevelied Mrs.
LIWIT OW ROLL PER LOMA
Upon a 1917 dropout, Kerby Waterfield) Berry of Fort
engineering firm at hie
Jennings, to address his more Myers, Eta. .
residence in °aknient
'Pa" educationariirode
cleasDeceased class members
4M116
1
.
M=MMMMOM AIG114--/Uld-__periodie_ visitor __to
mates.
Morris,
Graci
IfiChide
,-•• taw
Callovray C,ounty each year
n Whitnell,
In harmony with the nature Glasgow Ka
his relatives and friends.
WINCHESTER,Ky.(AF.) -with the.
me
of
Hawley,
fifth
time
ainee
_Bessie
EnotroomentaLprotecuon For
the reunion, _Jennings Travis dliv.er
.
•
LUl
Hood, Sarah
terwel_theNduileaherinerh_ recalled to his classmates that Derwood
Agetry..crrant of
4630 oJohnson, and Mary Lucas.
to
have
once
eipected to triple capacity of .the class has met in reimion he was ham
'Is
- wtnehesteet -waste water Mr.Orr has presided oveethe-- -- P‘t*erl a member * class _ Mr. OM after_APPravek al_ _
dinner,set the
who
at
the
members
were
with
credited
get-together. He was actraatmentalant, -_,
m %or. FROM V suoa oa COLOR NICATIVE
burningahe schoolhouse down nest reunion date for the first
When the new: lines .m1 companied this year as on
-iliiirifitilo4gPAWir3144
-4113
p4hi ,expeo,vow covered iv ...previous occasizas- by his and bankrupting the Social Saturday in August of 1979;for
with a
reunion'
its
58th
and
that
he
%latent
Security
themoney are tonipleredilief-attractive wife.
engagement with the
the was unable to recall of another cheon
as
will increase the capacity of Momentarily
„only_
;-the- plant/row rintmarr-fis-a retailiuthats assenthtt-fortne.-siessilbabed so distinguished „inem _ announcedthe-hest recollection-et ingnen_jailens.ve_day. The_dejwIthd'dinner was -teared ,itself in more memorable
placeb1:9174tparty
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"tlei• Permit that the dais
-V.1,, ..._ work
,former teachers- sur.
three
,obadditibn,
Kerby
weeer
t
in
t____iielanable
t
e
„
attead,--einniaitsartef-an-amerisian
vive. They are Mrs. Adolphus
served, that
21Te_
ernie
the anxieties were stilled
the-embersLlis
still in use.
e. 4aral7
atternobiles (Novelle -Glasgow) ” But=
.
.
,•
Sidi for construction are when he came bubbling into had seell-the
tome
to
'Murray,
the first terworth, Mrs. Mary Coleman
the
dining
room
to
assume
his
-expected to be let in
P. I.
Bordeaux and Mrs. Laurene
hospital
pioneering.
„
with
its
place at_tlead_d the table.
-December
to
surgery history, the first Wells Lovett. Members were
.11
airplane appearance in told Mrs. Butterwoath and
la
Mrs. Bordeaux live in Murray
Murray in 1912, the building of
lipVett in - Owen
Ara.
and.
'lint
house,
the
the
court
.
,
.
county fair, the first radio to. sboro.
This is the time to drive-a tough deal on a • carryathe human-voier -oval. - Attending-the luncheon were
----16-011 gader
-FTriiWar.,CYne that wifrrnow yotir
theaiewireas,two workLeatil‘.- Abase/A •and Mesdairies rt)m- _
-94trerrterugh%e-Cain, Sledd, Brown, Clanton,
jobs around _your plaCe__Wah special factorygAST, NORTH, AND the Korean Conflict and the
MURRAY CITY
Young, Cummings and Jenmistake,
great
Vietnam-,
l'ebates on the tractors we sell this month, we
The _meant_ _for • the SOUTHWEST•?I
BIG r
normat niinnhaffea.-Dent, MT8-. Robert
-*OiliArgreatdoal-on-a-groai-tractortMonday- - hatberVued- -television the
lunchroom; in the Murray
former
and
Model 21Q-) -•
_
--City -School:a_ have been sandwich, carrot- stick, finft school, etc." tie added .that -Jones, Mn.Ford
cla_aamaIk,...airs.
lj
1,
TP=-•=4-Weed--released by--Crlinda Jeffrey, cop, potato chips, and iced "the class fag experienced a
Cayce, Mrs.
Bel-Airiiopping Center
- magnificent span of life that (Myrtle
_Factory_List Price_
$.15.51E00
food servjee director for the browstic.- .Tuesday
Garnett --(Sadie Nelf-ateedj_
, each member should relish to
,
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1356_00 a. ' Week of October 10 to 13. diee-sebtfiec, -french `fries
Jones, and Mr. and Mrs.
tens Facktryftebate
- .....
.10 00•1-6 Sun. .
School will not be in session on torn on cob, and fruit delight; • relate to their grandchildren."
The speaker added-that the ,Edgar.. _Morris, _ (Artie
corn dog. W
Friday, October 14, due to the Wednesday
Your Price This Month $1256.00
'
Ma/Ism )First District Education deviled egg, white beans, members -should reflect.with
Frei ht & Pre r tion n t in lu
forebears
gratftude-wPoirour,
srd
i
--cc
cry
•
ca
a
meeting.
Associationel
Subject to oiseasionaI change ice cream;°Thursdaya-- chili, who contributed so much to
this-Point-- -drange
---their-wewbetheIhe menus are aTöffóws:
slices, and applesauce cake. he pointed out several
AND
CARTER
C A LLOWAY COUNTY illustriou.s citizens-of Calloway
ROBERTSON-County including the late Dr.
Monday'
hot dogs, slaw, HIGHMonday - èhill dogs, pizza Wilfivfikutur;_-*;;file,"Rev.+LBbaled beans, and chocolate
cake; Tuesday - taco salad, • loaf, tuna salad on lettuce, Taylor, Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
\\.
Bina beans...creamed-- Nathan B. Stubblefield,
mexicart beans;--applesauee;
'combination salad, Varren-Swanii, Anon Beale,
petatee.s,
and cookie; Wednesday -• - lasagne, green beam-inked --gelatinequare,fruit-plata-with S.H. Dees. LY• W
n3%41214
• fruit, french bread, and bread _sticks, rolls, iced tea,
can
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itifaBitt:oth
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r; G
ariff
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let&
t,
,
- lemonade• rice krisiie• and -titnG
Thursday
. cookie;
Pitt, and others.
*hamburger,french fri_e_s fruit salad with whipped cream.
ge.s, ------i1W -InitStrlatItTerSOnagtq
gelatin,---affd- cookie-. Milk, '` Tuesday
slue
arxi._- butter are: uegetohio hoof sump, grillod who contrkbuted monumen6"x30" —
cheese, roundabouts. inilY to our hiitorY,7-' the
-'Blue Stave
scalloped potatees, cheesy *Ater pointed out, '`rniist
MURRAY MIDDLEhave
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salad,
asperagcs_wadDrf-hot' dog with
- --Monday
Well as the
kraut,. hamburger, creamed vinegar slaw, chef's salad -gra
dropouts
of
the
Class
of '21."
tea,
iced
with
crackers,
or
salad
potatoes, fruit
ecsi.teLdrut
in_ tIgn heof rmr
it.
e
pineapple slice, -arra-eookre;-- lemonade, vanilla _puddiner__achieittents
per length
'
or and choeblate cake:
Tuesday -- pizza
(Roberta
Holton.)
in
Malighs
-Wednesday
hamburger, corn, gelatin or
and - cake; cheeseburgers, wiener-winks, the world of music; Hafford
peaches,
Wednesday' - lasagne-,ae---ehicken and dumplings, fries, Overby in his religious en/
hamburger, -green beans, .mixed vegetables in cream deavort; Mr. Orr in
pears or fruit salad, cookie, nitice, Corn Orr-cob,- Com-- Viighweririrein addition-to-Bob
and french bread; Thursday binationrsalad, vinegar VOW, (Earl) Sherman whb was
KeAirsth
.in
e_l
e
toattwen
hd
o;di
. Dy
- tacos or hamburger, pear half on lettuce with
Butterworth
mexican beans, applesauce or cheese, -cold plate with
ville, N.C., after--a-- notable
peaches, and ice cream. Milk, - crackers,corn bread,iced tea.
accomplishment
in the field of
bread, butter, hamburgers, lemonade,sliced peaches, and
medicine, In addition to Dr.
taA
and potatoes are available congo bars.
- 6"
Thursday - barbecued Ryan Imes who died in
,
Galvinized
sadnwich, chili, pimento Louisville; Freeman (Boss)
- .MURRAY_HIGHon ay - c owe o • c eese sanenvich, -taror totr, 14.7.14/ & muter mechanic;
barbequed chicken senclwich, green beans, onion ribgs, Charlie Cain in watch Making
hot
casserole, potato salad, combination and jewelry business; T.
tamale
hamburger, hot dog, chef salac_b_fruit- plate with bread (William Tazwell Jr.) Sledd in
vernand govern016.
salad, fruits, and vegetables; sticki; iced tea, lemonade. sports, businessaa
mn
t
Kennedy
Tuesday - choice of pizza, fruit delight, and fudge pie
, in government -service;
sloppy Joe, - hamburger, hot
Mayme Bagwell in human
dog, chef salad, fruits, and
relations, and the late Dervegetables; Wednesday DATA
LAKE
wood Hood. in Detroit tranchoice of lasagne, fish
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356,5
sPortabort_epaeavors.
sandwich, hamburger, hot down 0.3.
.
Surviving members of the
,Four tender, boneless strips of
_dog, chef salad, fruits, and.
Below dam-307.8 up 0.6.
class include Mrs. Dent, Mrs.•
our
in
wrapped
*whitemeat
_vegetables; •Thursday -Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.4,
Maul*, DarrsU Phillips of
famous-crispy. golden crust-tacos, hoagie, hamburger, hot down 0.3.
Escondido,-Calif., Frances
-served Miff a heaoire hetpit 7 Oval to fr
dog, chef salad; fruits, andBelow darii 315.6 up 0.67
Bradley of Murray, Mrs. Jeff
of fryes. s a scrumptious
vegetables. Milk, bread, and • Sunset 6:33. Sunrise6:57.
(Nettie Lou Chambers)
butter available daily on each
new taste in fried-chicken.
See Your Self Service -ft.
line.
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CORRECTION

CALLOWAY COUNTY
The menus for the lun' chrooms in the Calloway
----PIT BAKED HAM
County Schools have been
In Owen Food Market Ad
.
released by Joanna Adams,
Should Hove Seem
- food- service director, for the
.
week of October 10 to
Sthool will not be in session on
a Lb
Friday, October 14, due to ifiel
,
First _ District Education I We ore sorry for any inconvenience it
Association meeting. Subjeit.....,..,_.___
_ERCIlthave caused- - _ , . .-- `, ‘ -.
occasional cheage 4hemenus are as ft:Ottawa,.
et,
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miserable or not. His
Irritability was constant. Of
course some like to be
Miserable. With Mr. Morse,
you'll never know for sure, but
It was swaged that the other
characters were worried
about him.
Leesha Hazel, of Paris, Tn.,
will have to be seen to be
believed. Her livelihood as
April Green,ls not worthy of mention in print but considering her background, he
costume,her Appearance,and
her deep laugh throughout the
lobby scenes, April is well
liked by the audience.
Johnny Cannon and Barbara Kemper,both of Mum' ,
in the roles 91 the desk-clerk.
Bill, and the girl who cant
quite decide on a _name,
'4t 4/
handle the front desk
adequately_ bur:with mach
The three act play Hot t Baltimore opened hist night at
HUTTSAIMMORE OPENS
trouble. lei a shame they
the University Theatre on the MSU campus. This is a lobby scene horn the play
. which
_
couldn't get together, because
sill be presented tonight and Saturday at 8:00 p.m.
they'd be a.good match, and
live off of- his income. /Ir.-or someone very different,
Cathy - Nix, of as Jackie is
probably the most winked yet
pathetic -tenant of -the hotel.
With her overbearing nature,
she has robbed her brother,
Jamie,played by Pat Vincent,
of his masculinity.
Twenty-four kew faculty degree at Murray State, and
This fast-moving play offers
members have joined the the M. Ect,and Ed. p. degrees
a fine evening's-entertainment
eight -departments of the at the University of -Florida.
for adult audiences. Directed
Whitefield is teaching
College of Human Deyelopby Robert Johnson, in his
ment and Learning at Murray elementary school
twentieth year In Murray
-State-University for the 1977- curriculum, child develnp7
State University theatre, the
ment, and elementary school
78 school year.
production will be presented
NeW faulty and their methods courses. He -was-at
tonight and tomorrow night at
the University of Houston last
departments are;
Sikula
8:00 p.m. at the University
McKnight
Ward
Child Studies — Dr. Stephen year where he taught
Du.FeriL
Condon
Theatre in the Fine. Arts
- A. Shectrnari, assistant graduate, .curriculum
shcitil work, grouP:dirnatnica McKnight earned the B. S. and Building on the MSU..earaptis.
education courses and was copfotessonMississippi
and social work, and social Ph.D.. degrees at
Home economics — Sally director of a federally funded
institutions, and social work. State University and the,
DuFord, instr.uctor and .Home Energy • C.onserviition
•
Mrs. Sikula Worked last M.Ed. degree at Memphis
B.
S.
the
director at the dietetic ,Project. He earned
as a theranist for the . State University.
'year_
deg4es at Western
technician --"proram4oedMerbler was.,...forMerly a
County'Murray-Calleway
and
the
Kentucky-University
service management
research
agar:white in special
Center.
Care
. .
ComprehenSiyie
program:. and Judy Payne, Ph.-11 at. The Ohio State
education and coordinator,of a
and
B.
A.
darned
both
the
1
She
hometown
Is
-University.
His
instructor. _
M. S. W. degrees at the Research Project for Severely
Hollinsead
Instruction And Learning • Mortons Gap.
University of Illinois at Handicifibed Children at
Johnson also came to
Dr. Richard H. Usher,
Chicago Circle. Her home George Peabody College,
professor; Dr.. Truman' D. Murray State from the
aria is the western suburbs of where he earned the M.A.-and
Whitfield, associate University of Houston'. -He is
Ph. D. degrees. He earned the
Chicago.
professor; and 'Dr.,-Willis N. teaching mathematics
Kentucky State Police
Singer came to h4urrity B. A. degree at Jersey City
Johnson and.. -Dr., lochie - education in'the, elementary
(KSP) in the Purchase logged
In
his
native
State
College
hometwon
of
his
State
from
education
program
and
Overbey-christopher, .
over 102,000 miles daring,:
Indianapolis, Ind:, where he_ New .Jersey,
_
directing the metric education
assjtant professors.
SenteMberband m the process,
La_
native_
of
analyst-,--Sandness..
worked.
,
asa-research
,
project.'
AettBtiieeft,T
Philintelphtart. -uraing
ancL—program evaluator of NfOure, N. D., was.;ii teacher issued .1,441 citations, in.,
assistant professor and Johnson earned the A. A.
Campbell
Bogal
human service delivery -last year at Minot(ND.)State vestigated 267 accidents and
degree
at
the
Community
_c_ernmunity-iieeith_ nursing
Ile is serving as the made-57 criminal arrests.
programs arid criminalluNticeMary College of Philadelphia and
coordinator;
Kentucky State Police
planning -programs. He coordinator of graduate
Hollingsdad and -Norma M. the B. S. in Ed., the M.
issued 68 citations and inpathology
at
studies
degree
'
-at
B.
A.
earned
the
and
Ed. D. degrees at Temple
Oin-elanuk, assistant
Boston Universigy;rthe M. S. MurraY'rieitcell- Sanclness vestigated 17 accidents during
professors; and Grace University. .
_degree at September in Calloway'
W.Clegree at thi-University of espied_ the .R.
Ms.
Overbey.Chrlittopher
is
LoBuorio, clinical instructor.
State County, according to Trooper
Valley
(N.D.)
City
Ph.b.
the
Michigan,
and
Professional Studies — Dr. working in. the Center for'
degree.'at °the University of, College, the M. A. degree at Richard Wright, public inJames W. Willis, associate Innovation and Development
. the University of Minnesota; formation officer for the West
Illinois.
professor', and Dr. Rosemarie as liaison between the
C-14-n4-Cal- -and -the
degree-at-the- Viola post.- -- --B. ogal, Celeste C. Siltu, UiliVertity—an-d meaartealth
According to Wright; KSP
Utah.
University
of
staff
a
psychologist,
was
and Dr. 'Mark J. Singer, programs. She earned the B.
Waled 13 warnings,assisted 33
Mrs.
-Blodgett
was
an
in.
the
year
in
last
-psychologist
• assistant PrOfessiirs in the A. and M. A. degfees at the
Student Health Center of the structor and clinical super- motorists and made four
University of Kentucky and
Division of Social Work.
University of Texas in Austin. visor in .the Department of driving while intoxicated
'Psychology — Dr.William the Ed. D. degree at the
earned the B. A. degree at Communicative Disoiders at arrests in -the county last
He
University
of
Massachusetts.
M. Batsel, Jr., assistant
University of Kentucky the University of Alabama month.
the
A native of'Murray, she was
professor.
In the 11 county area, KSP
and
the
Ph. D degree at the teat year. She is working as a
formerly
the
director of
•• Recreation and Physical
issued 571 warnings, assisted
Murray
at
pathologist
Batsel
speech
of
Texas.
University
Education — Dr. Jean C. education and Programming
was-reared- -in Lexington, - - - State. -Her- degrees _include, a 262 motorists, wrote up ../.04
aisisfarit profesior and for Kentucky Educational
Miss Smitik whose hstrze is B. A. from Stetson University driving while intoxicated
-heaci -beaketha-14--lelevicion
Dunn, N. C., completed work and M__.A. _degrees Trial_ citations, and conducted 64 ,
Batsel
Ms.' Burkeen, also a
coach; and Robert 1:- Ward,
on the Ed. D. degree this year Auburn University and the criminal investiations. KSP
instructor and men's assistant Murrayan, Was-formerly chief
at the University of North University of Alabama. Mrs. also recovered two stolen
of nursing with the Tennessee
basketball coach.
- Carolina
at Greensboro. She Blcrdgett's hometown is -vehicles during the- month,
Valley
Authority in ChatSpecial Education — Dr.
Wright said.
earned.
the
B. S. degree at Pensacola, Fla. 'A •
Ann 'Campbell, Marilyn T. tanooga,Tenn..She earned the
and
University
Carolina
.Eitit,
nrusing
diploma
in
-1958 and
Gondon,
Dr,
Thiimas
the M. A. in Ed. degree at
McKnight, Dr. John B. the B. S. N. degree in 1971 at
Western Carolina University.
Murray
State
and
the
M.
P.
H.
Merbler, Jr., and Dm -Donald
Navy Seaman Recruit'bale ' general military. subjects She has served as women's
gand-rieS-s-,--assistant degree at the University of
V.
Carmack,sort of Cordon W. designed to prepare him for
basketball coach and head of
professors; and Elizabeth p. North Carolina,
Burkeen
Carmack
of 1510 Story Ave., further academic and on-the-.,
the
Health
Education
Ms. Hollingsead, who is
Blodgett; instructor and clinic
Murray,
has completed Job training in one of the
Department at Longwood
,teaching Medical-surgical
coordinator.
recruit
training
at the Naval Navy's 85 basic occupational
College
Va,
in
Farmville,
Shechtman,
a nursing, was formerly on the
Training
Center,
Great Lakes, fields.
Ward,
a
Murrayan, was.a
Philadelphian,- was
at Bradley University faculty.
Included in his studies were
graduate
assistant
in
Her
hometown is Westfield,
Glassboro N. J.) State
seamanship, close-order drill,
During
the
eight-weekbasketball
on
the
campus
last
College last year where he Ind. She earned the B. S.
year. His,experience also training cycle, he studied Naval history and first aid.
was staff development trainer degree in nursing at Greenincludes
two years as an
in the Title XX Comprehensive ville (III.) College, cerCrossword Puzzler
assistant coach in Carlisle
Training Project in Scnith New tification in nurse-midwifery
Answer to Thursday's Puzzle
County.
Ward
earned
the
B.
ACROSS
. 4 Republican
S.
Jersey. He earned the B. S., with the Frontier Nursing
5 ga
erntyuslio
rT /
Blodgett
MU MAMMA AAA
1 To and--degree at Murray State,
Ed. M., and Ed. D.'degrees at Service in _Ryden, the M. A.
4-Opening
CM MORA EIMM
6 grasses
Miss Campbell, who is
degree in American history at
Temple University. 7 Lessen • _
IIEW =WAS JUN
Word of
Unitof
working
in
preschool 12
MDR NM3R3
. honor
Mrs. DuFord has been a Ball State,University, and the
Bulgarian
7 Exist
IMMO MUM MA
education for the hancurrency
registered dietitian since 1956. M.S. degree at the University
8 Climbing
U150
MDR 33144
dicapped, earned the B. S. and 13 Anglospecies of
Her h6metown is Martin, of North Carolina.
MUM MMRAM
Saxon
.
. —degrees- the
GSM= 071 033
money
"renn., - where -she was -the- --Mrs:- Orrrelanuk
9.)6-1Tlfles
=
i
IMMO U00 iniqg
University of Tennessee and 14 Royal
fever
associate director of food seven years in the- Army
MINIM IIRM
15 Number
10 South
the Ed. D. degree at Memphis 16
services at the University of Nurse Corps and attained the
Permanent
UNLI MIMI 3RM
African
StateDistort
18
University
where
she
IiILW
101412M3 MMR
Dutch
Tennessee branch last year. rank of captain after earning
20 Timid
•
MUMOR man
11 Cloth
was iqvolved
in
the
She earned the B. S. degree at her diploma as a registered
Morays
.21
Payne
measure
Merbler
like
development
With
of
22
services
and
(pi
Wayne State University and nurse at the Lincoln (Neb.)
d recPore- 17 Air race
training programs for the 26 Eyelashes
the M.S. degree at UT-Martin. General Hospital School of
40 Courtyard
29 Bitter vet:h
course
preschool handicapped. Her 27 Vast age
41 Quarrel
30 Organ of
marker
Mrs. Payne's field is home Nursing. She earned the B. S.
Observe
28
sight
42 Unaspirated
19
Couple
hometown
is
Lenoir City, 31 Visigoth
economics education. She has N. and M.S. N. degrees at the
32 Seat
23 Rear
43 River in
Tenn.
king
34
Edible
Medical
College
of
Georgia
Siberia
24 Growing out
taught sgyeral years at the
seeds
46 River in
of
Miss Condon,an audiologist, 33 Household
linen
secondary level and also has and is teaching maternal37 Dismay
France
Headgear
25
was a part-time instructor and 35 Work at
47 Trial
26 Sick
experience in private industry infant nursing. Her hometown
one's trade
39
Musical
49
Golf
mound'
doctoral
for
student
Looks
28
at
the —M The urial
and as a supervisor of student is Augusta, Ga. -instrumen s 50 Recede •
University
of
_a8Plague
Alabama
last
Ms.
LoB,uono
came.
to
--teachers at Oregon State
Come on the
year,. She earned the B. S. 39
5 6
1
2
Christopher
3, 01,4
•
University. She halds the B. S. Murray*State from Paducah
_.ene again •
te.:114
degree at Ithaca College and 41 Wildplum
and M. S. degrees from Community College where she
10
,14
rA13 1111
12
—
the_Itd,__,S... degree at the 44 International
gouthern Illinois University in taught fundamentals of
Phonetic 17
III
• R
.16
'University
of
Wisconsin and
her ,hometown of Carbondale nursing. She earned the B. S.
Alphabet
has taught five -lears , at
Tabbr
is
at
Marquette
and has done additional -degree
Highlander
Northern State College in 45 Pierce
graduate work at Oregon University in Milwaukee,
48
24
22
111
Aberdeen, S. D. - Her 51 Hasten
State and South Dakota State "Wis., in 1959.
Positive
52
27
hometown
is
glens
Falls, N.
Willis was formerly the
University:
poi
Y.
.
53 Lib al
34
32 VS,33
111 .
31
,Usher,
originally
a superintendent of schools in
(r I
2.00
U
McKnight
teaching 54
Paducahan, has taught for the Mountain Home,/1-le has
Shelitman • Whitfield
courses in learning and 55 Taut
-past 12 years at the University alai) served as dean of In56 Tennis
40
of Northern Colorado •in struction at Cleremore W.: and Ph. D. degrees at behavior disorders and
stroke
39
;.
•141 XI
'He
diagnosis.
came
to
Deposit
Murray
57
Loyola
University
of
41
42
43
144
(Okle.,)
Junior,
Chicago.
College.
..He__.
greeley where he *was,'al*,
0 ...
•
Mil " 47
worked for the past three State -from his hometown
involirett in counseling, ad- earned the A. B. degree at the
49
46
kr
Lewiston, Ida., where he
years
as
a
University
of
sehool
Arkansas
in,
,social
SUU
vtsem4int, and progr
evoritet in River Forest; In., worked on the development of
Fayetteville. •
city.f1.9.Plreht-- icie:.e_arhed
iv
-bile pursuing lier doctoralMiss
%gaffs
'a
Chicagoan
A'. A. degree at Paddcah
11)6tat e4afttlelfr-Pragranif'd 1440itissn
who gamed /Ix
.A,. hi. S.; st,u4ies,.,She4.1.teaching...109er
V.4isiamunity -COOP; the
*
— a•
By ,JENNIE _B. GORDON
Those who appreciate a
combination of tragedy,
comedy end. confusion, .all
taking place in a hotel full of
memories from the bygone
railroad dra, will become so
absorbed in the three act play
"Hot L Baltimore," well, it
will simply, end too von. The
action in the hotel lobby can
lietsame so dull and then peak
so suddenly that one can
discover - himself asking
"Whaes going on?"
tie scene of the play cannot
be praised enough. Everyone
knows how an old hotel-,is.
High ceilings, dark stained
woodwork, carpet with well
traveled bare.spots are' all
part of establishment where
important and rich people
used to go.
Unfortunately, the smell of
'money and the look of
elegance is gone and all that
remains is sort of a faded
beauty. It was obvious that the

set construction was the work
of many talented individuals.
Jana Jones,of Murray. who
portrayed the role of Millie, a
retired waitress nearing
seventy, is not an unfamiliar
face in the theatre in western
Kentucky. Jana is absorbed in
her role this time. Her make- up was convincing of her age
in the play and her disposition
was sweet. Her recall of the
past was haunting buy not
exact. She was an old person,
a typical old person, with
nothing Much left to do but sit
and wait. In this play,she was
the-type who gained so much
advice,
offering
from
sometimes her reasoning was
nothing more than a innrh,
"something that she just
knew, not why she knew, just
knew."
The crabby Mr. Morse,
casted by Larry Riter of made
you ache with his perfect
movements. It was hard to tell
if- this man Was actually'
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By placing an economical want *LbThe Murray Ledger St Times, you
_start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad can
do...Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.

Don't believe it? Well, there's one
_way hp find out-Place your Want Ad
-iodayt You've got very little tflose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
pielari".iii us_ again ii th
.future...tbus a chain reaction.
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AS OF OCTOBER 3, 1877,
I Richard Arnold, will
not be responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Richard C. Arnold

ELECT

JOHN C. NEUBAUER
COMMON COUNCIL

THE - COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT:
W. J. Lawrence, Et Al Plaintiff, Versus Andrew Duncan,EtAlDefendani.
TICE OF SALE
Gerald and Sandra-M.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Stove
- Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the September 9 ,....penry of 1308 -Poplar
Boards
freet
-Term thereof 1977, in the above cause,for-the division
purcha.
recently
of property and its cost therein I shall peoceed to offer
Children's
' urraY
o have-1
Corner,
'
for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Murray
located at 401 Maple
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Home
Street,
from
Kenneth
or
P.M.,
O'clock
1:00
at
1977,
October
the 24th day of
and Judy Outland of
&Auto
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
Oestnut Sr
2106 College Farm
describedprciDelly,
Road,
Murray.
The
*.
ef-r"
Ninety acres taken off of the North side of the N. W.
fective date of this
Qr. of See23. T. 3. R. 5. E. and bounded as follows:
transfer was August 4,
Beginning at the Northwest corner of Sec.33. T. 3. R.5.
6977. ,
E.; thence Squth 5 deg East 97 poles to a black oak;
- thence East bearing Mirth 2 deg. 901;mtes to a black
gutn in Branch; thence down said branch to a rock;
thence North 5deg. W. 56 poles to a hickory; thence
COLOR PORTRAITS,
753-1611
, westbearing2 deg South 172 polesto thehegiliing, EXbring us yours for extra
153-4951
CEPT 40-acres sold-off of West end to J. R. Bitzelt.'
copies. Made from any
753-9331
EXCEPT: A tract of land hereto(ore conveyed to Billy
size . into any size.
Ray Powell, et ux, containing four 14) acres by deed
Wallets low as 24cents,8
-Emergescr. , 153-5131
dated May 19, 1965.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Hemane isciety ALSO EXCEPT: A tract of land conveyed to Btiel
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-3535
Duncan, et ux, containing 3 acres and 42 poles, said
753-0035. Free parking
Comprehensive
,
deed being dated July 26, 1943:
lot, use our rear enCare .
ALSO EXCEPT: Ten (10) acres conveyed to Earl
753-6611
trance.
Burkeen by deed dated December 27, 1941.
Poison Cattail . 153-1588
ALSO EXCEPT: 18_85 acres conveyed to Buel
_keit Citizens . 753-0919
can,et ux by deed dated July 2, 1948.
Ikedline
753-11fED
you like to rid'
Would
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute., our Church Bus to SlIf
learn To had . 753-1188
bond, with.approved securities, bearing legal interest
day School end atty.-.
from the day of sale, until-paid, and haVinithe force
ring worship services
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
et
Sinking Spring liaplisj Oath
comply promptly with theseterms.
Frank L. Ryan J Bus Driver for OcMaster Commissioner
tober, Mike Lovins,
Calloway Circuit Court:, 753-9271

dal Concern
Cotnmittee an
The Ledger Si
—ITT-Times

MliNuTs
ONE UJAL( TO -Till
. IF LeOU'RE IN- GOOD
SHAPE 15 TO TALK
WHILE LIOUIRE JOG6IN6

.440VEE JO66tN6 THEN
YOU'RE IN GOOD Si4APE

WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS
ASS(.
Newly decorated
532sq.
office space for rent.
Utilitiesfuroished.
plenty of
Parking
nem 753-3341 or
753-3342

r *iv
c

•
-*"

Adv•rtis•rs
are
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
correction-newspaper- vv,11 be
responsible for only
- ono incorrect inser.bon
-"ANY ERROR SHOUt.D if
WORM?, IWAtDiATE
1.`r SO, PLEASE CHECK
YQVR. AD CAREFuli.

AND NOTIFY DS PF0A4_
PTLY IN CASE OF AN

Now At

Purdom's Inc.
7534872

Lti.t
1/0
ki"1/,
t h-0 /It t tr'r% it/(11,/
f /it (P'hili/E
II/4/ti

Home •
& Auto
,Iie,trutt St. "

Want a first class barge's
on Barktey lake, on
Donelsoit Bay. Excellent
fishing area, good hunting
or just a wonderful shaded
restful area 10-eak-airravtromit alt Twotots side by
side — just a short distance off blacktop, quiet,
s",Wiiidest .a.rp.a,. kat. 12 wide
-snobsle home,furnisked, cluding TV, Cistern already
in, septic tank andtines installed. Its ready for you to
move in NOW;
Realty had it priced
at *11500, we traded for it
on a boat deal and haveno need for it. So buy now
at almost '4,000 off at fall
price foxonly
See Us,siot. If You
Want A Real Bargain

HE'5 JOINING
MASHED POTATOES
ANONYMOUS
TOMORROW

NOTICE "The Fie,
Market" - located 3
Mlles west of Dover, TN
- at the Big Indian, now
has thousands of items This area's "Bargain
Center."

HEARING
BELTONE
JESUS says in Matthew
Aid,Salea. Free service
28:19, 20. "Go ye
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday:
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptistrig-thenr-, Bettone of Benton, 1-200.
In the name of the
Poplar St., Benton,
Father, and of the SON • Phogle 527-8463.
and of the Holy CshOst;.,
Teaching tbeso -le: ob.'
Ann all Minis whatWe love to install and
soever I have comdeliver the wood burmanded you: And, lo I
ners you buy ftom us
am with you always,
-even unto the end ofSheworld." This directive
was to the 'disciples but
Is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
- you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
WANTED: Management
-promise ef-eternal-lifeèiidtralnlng personnel.
For assistance call 753Major corporation
expanding in Western
Kentucky. Call for
FOR
WATKINS
appointment only, 753Products. Contact •
3763.
Holman Jones,217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
A full line of stove pipe
and sleve-heavds-i-ilwdi
now,

-ir ,?o-o cAN ZAIM CE-""
A CONVERSATION WHILE

YOUR NEED is oar WANTED - 011tODP TO
concern. NEEDLINE, collect old tweroP4Pera
for
753-6333. .
- profit. Call 5V-8927.-'

Take 14 East irom Murray for b '
2 nobs — take right on 210 lor '
mobs pi" 101911Pet Grocery
pool tom. straight-into Panorama
to stop moo ,-.,ht Stet 101 Congtatotations — You've Mond
•

..DONMcCItillf
C.'tAYSO'EMt(Lt It

MANAGER

._
National _ Insurance
kres-an,
-for an Area Manager
in Owensboro and
surrounding courtlies. Complete liqe of
A&H and Life Insurance. Commission
up to 75% plus a 10%
overwrite on all new
business produced in
your area. Drawing
Account available fel
you and your agents.
Retirement benefits
aye-unexcelled in the
business. . .
Only applicants with
sales
strong
a
-background need aft.
ply. Must be a vself
starter and have the
ability to manage
sales people. Only
fulltirrie._people will
be considered for
this career opportunity. Send brief
experience,
also
name, age and
phone number to
State Manager,,
P.O. Box 7972
Louisville, Ky. 40207

- - - REAL ESTATE HELP

LARGE COMPANY lass 4
openings. Salesladies
and manager. Not door
to door selling. Part
time, $75 week, and up.
Full time $200 week,and
up. Car necessary. For
interviews send'number
and write D. Emersoln,
1600 Dodson Ave„
Murray, Ky.

EX WANTED
PEREENCED body man
and clean-up man. Call
after 6, 753-9539.
ADDRESSERS WANTED. Immediately!
Work. at home •- no
experience necessary -,-.
excellent pay. Write
• American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 289,
- -Dallas, TA 7525I

WANTED

Mechanics Helper to
assist In general Maintenance of Equipment.
of
Knowledge
mechanics helpful but
not necessary. Apply
ATTENTION GIRLS want to make $1,000 - in „person to Walt _
Paschall
Parkins,
now and
between
Thick Lines, on SaturChristmas. Willing to
_ day Oct. 8, between-8—
work. Write ittrksey,
Ky. P. 0.-Einx-.44, Give . AM and 1 PAL No
phone calls.
name, address, and
An Equal Opportunity
phone number,
Employer

WANTED SOMEONE TO
combine 50 acres of soy
beans. Located34 miles
east of Hazel on state
line road. Puryear 2475235 before l noon.

WANTED

$E90
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a
addressed
stamped_
envelope to Fischer.
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South -Dakota
57437.

Part time, !night
MANAGER CO-OWNER
help. Must be 18 or Sonic Drive in, Murray,
older. Must be able to . Ky. Prefer family man.
work on weekende.-$800 base starting sialiF
Apply in person only!
plus 25 per cent profit
sharing. Must be experienced in fast food,
service, - good '
references, and willing
--to- make :small-- fewvestment. Call collier 918-687-6198 for Jim Barker.

Selling mittitoffiiiih plaiits-and some
secretarial duties. Call after 4:00 P.M.

1977 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, loaded, demonstrator, 2,800 miles. ,
1977 Pontiac Bonneville Brougham Demonstrator, 2,500 miles,loaded.
1977 Oldsmobile iii&_Regeitcy,-Demonstrator, .
loaded, 3,200 miles.
1977 Oldmobile Cutlass Supreme DernOnstrator,
loaded, 4,800 miles.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, one owner, new car
trade in.
1976 Cadillac --Sedan DeVillejoaded, one oymer,
new car trade in, cleawarnew,12,001T actual 'miles_
Pontiac Catalina, 4 door Sedan,'own oivner,"_ new car trade in. __1969,Buick Electra.225, 4 cloori little ontlicrough_ _
side 295,00.
1973

-

We.are In 'need -of Licensed Real Estate
Brokers and Salespeople, including man and
-*Tetley team,in any tomn Or- Village in,Ky. or Tenn.
up to 100 miles from Paris Landing. We will help
You get started. Come,call or write our home office J. H. Austin-, Seitbreed Real Estate, WY 233,
Oartsville, Teen. 37040. Office in stone building
on Market Street,41A and 79 Highway. Call (615)
552-6831.

,
_
-Unshed C women Ate Ow
Maw Cowen.. -

1406 West Mein • 153-5315

IS
WHAT'S
TEN-DOLLAR
- DEDUCTION ON
MY Pivici-fEcK-)

New brick veneer,3 bedroom - carpet, l'-2 baths,
attached garage, patio, central heat and air. Low
.
40's.

New brick veneer, carport, 3 bedroom - carpet,
1L2 baths, redwood sundeck; beautiful shade
trees.

Like to live on tne lake? Let us show you this
year rourid home. Gentle slope to waters edge,
two-wood burning fireplaces,. electric heat, sun
deck. Plus much more. The prIce is right!

Grocery store and cafe on over 1 acre. Can be
.pur_chased as present business or building and
grounds may be purchased without equipment
and stock.

-Economical! 2 bedroom frame home 4 miles
from town - 518,000.

•
Call tis today; about these or let us know your
needs. We heave a number of other homes and
siTential butidingrX"."
many re-
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15. Articles For Sale

WANTED THREE
EXPERIENCED new
and used car salesmen.
Call 753-7114.
BOYS,
GIRLS
TRAVEL.
Large
Southern company has
openings for 3 from this
area to work an outside
order department. Must
be neat, single, and free
to travel Southern
states, Florida, Texas
and return. Transportation furnishea.
Average earnings,
125.00 after training
period. Apply Berni
Coffman, Room 15 at
..Murray 'Plaza Court,
"Saturday only, 10-4.

. Aggressive'.
Retail
Business
has"opening for full
time sales person.
Salary- open, many
fringe benefits. Apply in writing to P.O.
Box 32D Murray,Ky.
14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8414
-

04(ousa oj 1.1140.14.sch

SALE
ALUMINUM
ladder 5'$12.08,6' $14.88.
16' $18.88, 20' $24.88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hardware; Paris.

I

I

Needleart Shoppe
Complete line of
materials and accessories for crochet;
knitting, needlepoint, latch-hook and punch
needle rugs, -air types
embroidery. Tatting and
crochet cotton.
Hburs are Mon.,- Wed.
Fri., 10:00-600. Tues,
Thurs.& Sat., 10:00-900

-SALEXLUB aluminum,8
piece sets, choice 'of
colors. $39.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. ,
SALE LAWN MOWER
B and S
22" cut 312
engine. $88.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

1950 ALLIS CHALMEtt
Tractor, 275. Call 474- 2332.

SALE KITCHEN faucets
chrome 8" center,
$11.99. Washerless type,
$17 M. Single lever type.
$22.95. Wallin Hardwa re INTERNATIONAL 182
Paris.
dozer, Hydraulic con.
. .
under
Good
trol.
carriage. Good conFIREWOOD TO BE cut
on the halves. Call 489-- dition. $7,000. CU 1-898,3429.

GE PORTABLE dish- 'SALE BALER twine, 9000
feet premium _quality,
washer, $90. Whirlpool
guaranteed, $10.99 per
-washer, $85. Whirlpool
bale. Wallin Hardware,
dryer, $85. Montgomery
Paris.
Ward freezer, 12 cu. ft. 5
months old, $200. ,Call
753-9240 after 6.
20 Sports Equipment

HOUSEBOATS

1977-36'Silver Queen,
225 hp engine, Sterndriffe, white'with blue
stripe, crowncontrast
mobile
AND TWO
COUCH
GOOD USED
head, in stock. Brand
.1•;,_ _ CHAIRS,. 1971 Ford
homes. Call ...1-527-032
new, buy nowfor only
transmission.' Call 753$1_4750. you-finish
Z-FIREWOOD, ,e1411-- 7;3--•
equipping the interior: si
7882.
Captain's
1977-40'
REMINGTON 12 gailge
Z
rigaft, shower,. hot
". WANT TO BUY used air
.z
1100 3" iflagnuit.' .water,permanent bed,
Ventilated rib - $195.
•;., conditioners. Call Dill
sleeps 6, OMC SternRemington 20 gauge
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-drive. List $21,000
1551.
light weight, ventilaged
plus. Priced now at
rib - $175. Call 753-4061 or
$15,750.
SI. WANT TO BUY lots 75 ft
753-4031.
Captain's
1977‘-45'
Craft, 12 wide. A real
t to 100 ft. frontage. About
attractive boat. Has 5'
same depth. In city .or 9' WOODEN garage door.
extenibm on 'rear
--4--eaaaty-.--Must- have
Excellent condition Call
tiftrt,
•
f KeWer.and water. Reply
753-0089 after-4.
overall. 190 hp OMC
!- size of lot and price to
Sterndrive,
Box 32C, Murray.
tHREE CAMEL back
shower. Must- see tcr_
and •ii-flatlion trunks.
believe! NóW for only
ONE BUSHEL hard
Cedar chest, lid wood
pears. Call 753-5287.
cook stove,quilts,- school__ 921;500.
Brand new 1976 loaded
desk, chairs, portable
a•
Silver Queen, 36' with
Buy
437.5..AVOULD...LIKE
Celltricycle.
TV,
225 hp Volvo's,
twin,
haired)
registered wire
4164.
generator;
watts
6,500
4. Fox Terrier puppy. Call
air, heat, cuddy cabin,
753-5669:
OAK FIREWOOD for
shower. the, ,works.
per rift.
irsoList approx. $30,000,
For
Articles
Sale
i5
Delivered. Call 437-4731
1KM for, only .822,00.
ALIEELICTRICheater, -"" or 43'7-4146.
It's for real at this
4 ":". 1500 watt,fan forced air,'
money.
16 Home Furnishings
1977 Captain's -Craft,
. automatic. $16.99.
53x13', she's a big gal,
,c Wallin Hardware Paris. COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
pretty too! 190 hp OMC
amp.
and
guitar
Sterncirive, extra deep
SALE STOVE BOARDS,
Electric welder, 50 amp
holl, wet bar, tub &
heavy lined, 24" x_42",
miscellaneous. shower. Priced for
and
• $9.99.'32" x 42", $12-19
items. Cell 753-8127.
Quick sale at $22,500.
IT-nraw2re
Paris.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
These prices are for
real! Actually less
4NALE BATH TUBS, 5' ELECTROLUX SALES
than you are being
and service. Call Tony
,
steels whiteS, $59.05.
asked for used boats.
Montgomery, 753-6760
Colors. 969.992 Wallin
Grab yourself one
or
day
night.
Paris.
-Aware,
Hai
_5
now. Only remaining
stock at these prices.
Next year's will be
thousands higher.
•

t

WALLIS DRUG

•
•

HAPPY HOLIDAY
- TRAVEL, INC.

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

Panorama Shores on Blood
River, Murray, Ky. Ph. 542436-5413.

REMINGTON 12 gauge
automatic shotgun' with
ventilated rib. 100.00.
Call 354-6217.

SAVE UP TO

90%.
Thousands of Items
Appliances-Furniture
Clothes-Tools-Gifts

7

-54

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Cart/6.16y EPA
Awe./ Costly Noe* lepairs

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
•pmfoid twee
Rome u••••1
yews.1. cot rip ivy ••••••.$unli ine
lindolog.
100 South 13th St.
Phone 7534914
Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

19. Farm Equipment

A HANDMADE SOLID
• black walnut bar or
linen chest. It is 40"
Joni, 18" wide, 39"
hight. Price $3515. Call
Mrs. Mabel Piercy, 753_ 01113.

23. Exte:minating

22. Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
-Organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano' Co.,
across from Post Office,
• Paris, TN.

FOUR ELECTROSTAT
speakers. Life time
guarantee. Walnut
Veneer, 150.00. Call
after S-p. m. 752-8976.
POLICE SCANNER
Bearcat 101. Electrically programmed.
Like new. Also 1974
Honda CR 125. Call 7534443.

We will give you 150,
1100- or up to 1150 for
you old T.V.
Choose Magnavox color
T.V.- and we will give you
this for your old TN.
low _monthly payments
with old TN. as down
payment. Come in and see
why we sell the mos;
TV's each year.

The Flea
Market

J&B
Music-Magnavox
Chestnut St.,

fillarrwy, Ky.

YEAR ROUND HOME
On beautiful Kentucky Lake . . . 3 bedrooms and 2- full
baths... Canal and 4 slip boat house...150 feet lake frontage.

a

CARPORT SALE '1001
Payne Street Furniture,
dishes,
glassware,
clothes,
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday. Ocjober 7
and 8th, 8:00 a.m.
•

41 Public Sales

APPLE SALE and bake
sale. Saturday, front of
Day.
All
Rose's.
Sponsored by Church of
Jesus Christ Latter Day
Saints. For advanced
orders call 753-7582.
THREE FAMILY Yard
Sale, Saturday 9-5. 506
South 6th Street.
TWO PARTY Garage
Sale. October 8. 8 a. m.
to 3 p. m. in Lynnwood
Estates,. 121.South.

43 Real Estate

Waldrop Realty

JUST LISTED -Income
It') story
property
frame home located
near University . . . 2
apartments. . . one
currently leased. . .
Move in and let the
income from thitis
apartment help make
your payments. Loretta
Jobs Realtors,7534492.
-

JUST LISTED - Older
frame home located oti
Pp) acres in the heart of
Large,
Murray. 3
bedrooms, hardwood
floors, electric heat. . .
Priced in the teens.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
-

"In Business
_ Since.]956753-5646
•
•
GUY SPANN REALTYWe go to extra lengths to
serve you. Your interest
and desire are our
primary concern.When
buying or selling see the
Professionals. Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Syeamore, 753-7724. DESIRABLE 3% ACRE
tract, located 5 miles
South of Murray on West
side of US641. Firr-r.11pnt
homebuilding site or
businats location. For
inform/inert call
STINSON REALTY,
•
• -7534744. -

John C.,
NeObauer
Realtor

1444M
at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511061

South 12th

LAKE PROPERTY - 2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $17,900! Don't
delay - phone us today
on this fine property
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range of Real Estate
Service.

•ANKOPPfltUD
AYREALyin

List Your Property With Us

753-0101

SOS Mal St.

1

REALTORS

"Tour Key To Happy
House Hunting"
711 lain 753-122;

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

-

Beginning- Again7--Want private; convenient
small home just right for the small family, 2
hedroom,..one.bath.on 3 acres located.an_Pik
tertown Rd. Call today for your individual
showing - Low 20's.

•

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pot Moble,
753 89't
Geneva GO,

Located Southside Cowl Sauore
Open Doily Monday Saturday

iiemiiti 4L1111.-.11,111y SCr

Phone 753-4451
011c't

Ca::v•a,

vf

33. Rooms For Rent

34. Houses For Rent
TWO
BEDROOM
HOUSE; unfurnished,
couples preferred. Call
753-0293 after 5 p. m. -

37. Livestock Supplies
PURE BRED blacii
Angus bull, serviceable.
age. Excellent condition. Also younger
black Angus bull. Call
751-9390...
ONE HOLSTEIN milk
cow. Five years'old. Call
436-2555.
3P Pets Supplies

NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME between Haracres. You would
din & Aurora on Hwy. 80,
have to look a long time tofind a more desireable
home than this one.

3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME with garage and
other outbuildings on 10 acres of good producing
Ievelland. Between Hardin and Brewers Priced
at 48,000.00.

IF YOU ARE SHOPPING around for a home
with 3 bedrooms,2 baths,full basement, garage,
large shady 161, at the intersection of two good
Hwys. Be sure to let us show you this one. Price
at 45,000.00.

4 BEDROOM - Story and half older home on 2
•
acres.3 Miles SW of Murray.

A NICE, NEAT, 3 bedroom brick horse, near
Coldwater Community. Priced to sell at
27,500.00.
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY-want or need
to invest in income producting Real Estate? Let
us show you what this rental income producing
property can do for you. Owner wishes to retire.
Can be bought on Land Contract.

. RETAIL GROCERY SE SERVICE STATION
available for immediate take-overon Hwy. 121 in
Coldwater; a highly desirable busine,salocation,
call for more information.
-WANT A 2 BEDROOM HOME with 2-baths, vertical wood exterior, designed for appearance &
convenience. On a 1 acre lot 2 miles SE of Pottertown,just off Dr. Douglas Road. 21,000.00.
WANT TO LIVE IN THE COUNTRY: in a yeararound new home, rustic type, cypress siding,
plenty of rooms, with privacy. Near Ky. Lake.
Completely furnished. 25,850.00.

WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SILLS, HOMES, BUlUMNG LOTS, LAKEFRONT
L LAKE ACCESS HOMES L LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.

Whatever Your RealEstate Needs...Call Us

Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
After hours, please call:
Darrel Morgan 527-I1 74
Charles Jeffery 474-2337
Volney Brien, MGR. 527-9678

1200 Sycamore

DOBF.RMAN PUPS, AKC
registered._ 6 weeks old.
Call 7534948.

Bill Bruniett 527-9921
Bob Riley 527-9086
Jock Crittenden 435-4483

Bill Payne-753-9794
Brenda lia01.0-7i1.1-114641

ARC VEGIST.iTTED
WeuPeraaer
Call 753-4917

WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY

•Mee Hours
I arena lobs-753-607/
Helen Spann -11-11:-4a

REGISTERED American
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
Call 554-2153, Paducah

SLEEPING ROOMS with
refrigerator - for boys.
One
from
block
University. Call 7531812.

HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. call - Mike
753-8850
Brannark
betuet'n 8 and 5.

753-1492

In-

AKC REGISTERED
miniature Da
three, 7 'weeks
ehalluold.
Females. 65.00 each.
1631 Farmer.-A-ve.
'753-0475. -

DUPLEX' for rent, 2
bedroom, carpeted,
cliu-4§- ller-, refrigerator and stove, good
location. $160 per
month. Call 753-7309 or
753-809c

36. For Rent Or Lease

"BARGAIN CENTER"

AKC REGISTERED
Shepherd
German
puppies, solid white.
Call 554-2153, Paducah.

RUMMAGE SALE
American Legion pan.
Saturday October 8. 8-4.
10 cup coffee maker,
record player, records,
exerciser, books,
clothes, lots of odds and
ends.

A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky

has become this area's

dian tONo. 74

19" COLOR MAGNAVOX
TV. Good condition.
75.00. Call 753-1238.

41 Faqi,c. Saies

Supplies

Quality Realty Co.

"FLEA MARKET"

NIttes WeSt'of TTOt'Oc,, TN ;it tiii‘

PORTABLE GE 17" color
TV. 177.75. Call 753-8071.

38 Pets

BIG_ FOUR PARTY
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE: All sizes
clothes -.for boys, girls,
RUMMAGE SALE, men and ladies. Other
Saturday,October 8. 7a.
misc. items. Friday 8 to
Miscellaneous
24
Willies
Unsle
m.
27. Mobile Home Sales
5, Sat. 8 to 3:30. 121
SALE WHITE COMTrading Post. Highway
South, 3rd road to right
MODES, $34.95 each. ALL ELECTRIC 12 x 52 641 South at Midway.
Rd)3rd house on
(Neale
2-liettrbom mobile home.
Colors $42.50. •Wallin
right. '
air
window
Central heat,
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
RUMMAGE SALE,.
conditioner, kitchen and •'
October 7 and , 8. YARD SALE two7eieetric
1967 FORD 1 ton, John
living room carpeted.
411.
1
/
Apartment behind .
sweepers, good clothes,
iDeere 30Q, 48" mower,
Large bath. Call 753Churchill
Funeral
household
items.
'40" landscaping rake,
2377.
Home, 8 to 3 p. m. Ap8:30-?
Saturday'
1302
leaf-grass
vacuum,
pliances, antiques,
Vine.
Needie weedeater, B THREE
BEDROOM
clothing, glassware, and
and D edger trimmer,B
mobile home, gas heat,
air craft section.
GARAGE SALE, 526
and D hedger, 250 ft.
air conditioner, $3500.
South All, Saturday.
electrical cord,40 gallon
Call 474-8824.
YARD SALE Friday' 8-5,
1
trash cart, sprayer,
Saturday 8-3:30. Three
YARD SALE, Saturday
other equipment. Call 1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
-miles out of town on 121
only. 703 N. 18th 8-6.
436-2124 or 436-2432.
bedroom, 2 baths,
South, 3rd road to right,
air,
and
heat
central
Neale Road, 5th house
YARD SALE 1300 S. 16th
AVAILABLE
NOW.
underpinning, nice front
on right. Girls clothes,
Street, Sunday, October
Urethane foam. All
porch. Furnished or - size 8 and 10, mens and 9 a. m. till 5 p. m.
9th,
sizes, all densities. Cut
unfurnished. Call 753womens clothing, old
Skill saw, hand tools,
to your specs. West Ky.
3418 after 5.
sewing machine, odd
garden tools, bas bell
Cabinet Co,„ 1203 Story
-ot flitrittute,
-isteces
set, -left hand bow and
Avenue. 753-6767.
LOT
AND
THREE
small boys bicycle, lot of
arrow, Lawrence depth
BEDROOM trailer for
assorted
handmade
SALE FAUCETS,chrome
finder (green „bast:,
Sale.
FfeightS
Conrad
knives-, -Inii&Ilinious
lavatory 4'? center,
trolling motor, life
Subdivision. Highway „items. $8.95.- Washerless Syne,
jackets, 8 bicycles, GE
.281, Murray,..Ky. Call$13.09-. Wallin Hardrecord jilayer, BBQ
502-388-2430 after 4:30 p. CARPORT SALE two
ware, Paris.
grill, lots of odds and
In. -:.
'party. Friday and
ends. Some clothes, Th
SALE ?HAIN saw chains
Saturday, October`7 and
case of rain will be held
28 Heating I. Cooling
zii" or 404 Pitch to fit 12"
8. 7-5. Meadow Green
next Sunday.
stack
WATT-4
SALE 4000
.bar,0.95. 16" bar,$9.95,
Acres, 121 South, Adult
Matthews electric heat
20" bar $10,24" bar
and childrens clothing, CARPORT SALE $34.99. Wallin Hard$12.95. We also have
books,toys, bicycles and
Friday and Saturday.
ware, Paris.
bargain in sprockets and
tools. Something for
1505 Danbury off South
"bars to- fit most -chain
everyone;
16th Street. 8-? Womens
29. Mobile Home Rentals
saws. Wallin Hardware,
clothes, shoes, pictures,
TWO' BEDROOM
yivo' FAMILY YARD ,,chairs, coffee table, end
'MCIIIILEboxine. Call 753- SALE - Saturday,
tables, CB' antenna, all
SALE BATH TUB faucets ' 9809 or 753-0755.
October!! 10-5 Clothing
good, priced cheay.
old style,- 88.95. Modern'
antique glassware,8' center,- -912-.39. MOBILE- HOMES -andoffice equipment and GARAGE
SALE,
Washerless type $27.95. 4 mobile home spaces for
lots more. Corner of 13th
8. 214
October
Saturday
Courts.
at
rent, Riviera
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
and Poplar.
Books,
Woodlawn.
Call 753-3380.
4ire1othes, .glast, wicker,
SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
FoUr'Family Yard Sale.
30 Business Rentals
TV tennis game, 'office
cents. Chain saw files,
Saturday, October 8.
equipment, furniture,
SHOP
BEAUTY
dryers,
5
alL sizes_a cents_ each.
8-7
couch and chair, various
2 wash stations, desk, - .1304 South 16th.
- -Daisey
1500 pack ••
items.
etc. Call 753-0757.
99 cents. Heat bulb 250,
SATURDAY RUMMAGE
watt, _AL19- Wallin
--SA-LE instele- Bargain "-G-A R A GMHardware, Paris.
Barn, 13th and Mani,
Saturday, October 8,
PERSON TO SHARE 2
9:30-4 p. m. New inex1977. Rain or shine. Off
CUSTOM MATTRESS
bedroom apartment.
pensive merchandise.
the New -Concord highmade any size for anCall 759-1721 after 5 p.m.
way off of 893. On
tique beds or campers.
Spiceland Road, old
THREE ROOM apart- •CARPORT SALE, dishes,
Buy direct and save on
furniture,child's wicker
all mattresses, , ment„ Call 753-4716.
furniture, antiques,
rocker, chairs,-Pie safe;
Heallhopedie or roam.
clothes, tools. 108 N. 7th;
TNF1 NISHF_D
- 9 a. 01-,-te- 5 p. in.
tamps„---dishat,-and
Alao-sea-their--e/Dent
5
with
apartment
many other items.
gallery of furniture,
Saturday, October 8.
spacious rooms, carBamboo, Wicker and
peting, and gas heat.
Brass. WISES WEST
Low utility bills. 150.00
KY. MATTRESS AND
per month. "100.00
1136
FURNITURE
deposit required, phone
South 3rd,_ -Paducah.,
753-5447 after 5 p. ml
Phone 1-443-7323.
weekdays or anytime on
26. TV -Radio
weekends.

Joe Bailey & Linda Dill's

•
•

26 TV Radio

1r1E 303E3
=NM

-

1

rr-
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45 Farms For Sale
ROOM HOME on 2
acres. Very lovely and THE A.B. JACK SMITH
Farm, 75 acres ;More or
fertile land, good for
less. Less than a
pasture and gardening.
thousand dollars per
Plenty outbuildings.
acre. On Highway 464.
Only 8 miles from
- beautiful Ky. Lake ancL Guy'Smith Admin., 7536869.
Paris Landing, 5 miles
to Lake Barkley. $17,A0
furnished. Only/
1
4 down. TWO 15 ACRE mini
J. H. Austin, Southland
farms, many excellent
*Real- Eptate, building sites. Call 4365574.
..Clarksville, 615-552-6831.

BIG IL-Yr-LAKE lot with
good trailer. Very close
to the water and near
Paris Landing. Move in
today at $6,000. J. H._
Austin, Southland Real
Estate, Clarksville, 615552-6831.
IL

MA

Poplar-genton

QURI A9y1Y

COUNTRY LIVING - 3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath,
family room. Fireplace.
Nicely landscaped.
Rock gardens. Shurbs
and flowers set this one
apart.for the gardener.
35,000.00. Wilson Ins. &
Real Esate, 753-3263
anytime.

5271468 m 7531525
DARRELL COPE *ROPER

46. Homes For Sale

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

1975 CHEVROLET
Silvered° truck. Call
953.095t

HAUL
WILL
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rock or stock
_pile lime_ Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson,753-4545.

MATURE. BESPON-,..
SIBLE. individual will
babysit in your home on
weekends. References
furnished. Call 759-1241
after 5 p. m.

1967 CHEVY IMPALA SS
327 automatic. In fair
condition. -35010. Call
354-6217.
1977 FIREBIRD Formula
Glacier blue, -blue in.Eerier, AM-FM stereo, 8
track tape, 8500 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
753-4129.

ffie
7*

-2
Pine
ne is
rfront
ew of
'riced
Don't
today
rty
LTY,
le the
ilstate

51 Services (Meet

YOUNGBLOOD'S - ROOFING. Comniercial CARFaET LAYED and residential. General
work guaranteed. Will
carpentry. 10 years
measure. Call 436-2124
experience. Call 759-1524.
or 436-2432.'
after 5 p. m.
CARPET
INSTALLATION
and
Measuring. Measuring
of house FREE. Install
all types of carpet and
vinyl. Over 45 years
experience, professional
workmanship.
Guaranteed - one full
wear. Call 436.1124 or
436-2432.

-

DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stamps _sip to 24"
beneath ground. Leeves
only saw.dustiu81.chi*
Call. for -free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
AND
DRIVEWAY
PARKING area white
rocked and graded -'Rip
Raff delivered and
• placed. Free estimates.
Clifford Garfison, 753.5429 after 4 p.m..

BY OWNER -3bedroom
••44
"FOR RENT -„isitew
A UNIQUE combination
frame home, 318 N. 7th.
economy car, full-Size
of residential and
Call 753-0170 before 5 p.
'QUALITY WIMP
auto, pickup or 12
business properties.
m.
WILL DO Housecleaning.
passenger van. Murray
dompany Inc. Air conIdeal home offering
Leasing
dition
sales
and
serInc.
153-1372.
Early American charm
_ Call 753-9989.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
vice
Modern
sheet
with wood beamed
-4 bedroom brick home IC) 0 lb?? by Unded Feblum
11( •"' 1975 GRAND IFIR7i 35,000
Syncballie
metal
department.
ceilings, large stone
on 1 and'one-third acre
BEPR
UA
BIA
RST
miles. Double power and
Larry
Wisehart,
fireplace,
beautiful
wooded lot, spacious
Call
753air.
New
tires.
.ENJOY
PRIVACY
5
President.
Phone
753paneling and _woodwork
CARPET
INclosets, large living JITHE MITJUTS I BUY A LEISURE SUIT,
9290.
• throughout. Adjacent. mi. NW. of Murray,- 3.
-fast Send**
_
STALLATION,- all work
room with gas fireplace, THE COMPANY'CHANGES
MAN- 50 Campers
bedroom frame home in
buildings suitable for
753-0072
guaranteed. Call 474den- or can be used for
DATORY RE1IREMENT POLICY'.11
top condition, has own
small business such as
2789 or 474-2376.
bedroom
downstairs,
_PAINTING,
INTERIOR,
CAMPER TO FIT small
antique
shop,, well, wall-to-wall car54. Free Column
dining room, kitchen,
exterior. Also dry wall
49 Used Cars & Trucks
44 Used Cars & Trucks
pickup, Datsun,Luv etc.
pets. Bonus, 2 + acres.
professional offices, or
y
•434
0, wee . •
-TREES TRIMMED and
built-in stave and dishfinishing.
M
years
exCall 753-1820 after 5.
Wilson Ins. & Real
retail outlet. Located at
cut. Call 753-470/.
kitten. Very sweet
washer, 2 car garage,
1971 TORINO GT. Power
perience. Call 436-2563,
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
corner of North 5th and
playful. Will make
and large patio. Price.
steering, air, 2 door 1970 DATSUN station WESTERN KY.TRAVEL
Ralph Worley.
Chestnut Streets. Shown
wagon, low mileage, air
pet. Call 7
Ideal
lowered for quick sale.
hardtop. Dark Green.
TRAILERS - complete
by appointment only, so
1307 Doran Rd. Call 753Call 527-8273 after 4:00. 'conditioner, also 1971
LICENSED ELECand
store•
campers'
phone us today at
Kawasaki 100 trail bike,
FREE: Beautiful
1338 or 759-1165. TRICIAN and gas inservice department at
FOR SALE
cheap. Call 753-5142 or
_KOPPERUD REALTY,1973 PINTO WAGON,
kltte •
white
and
6
Cadiz,
Route
68,
124
and
753-3050 after 5 p. m.
753-1222. We would love
automatic, air conFriendly
and
THREE
BEDROOM
plumbing,
heating
and
522-8507.
Ky. Call
, 5 Acres, 11
/
2 miles
•to show you this choice
house, 20 acres, 34 x34 ._ dItien... radial tires.
- sewer clerming:C
-from town. Deep
1971
510
DATSUN
sedan.
$1450.
1969
Phase
Chevrolet
Property.
shop building. Call 436WHITES CAMPER
7203.
well, catfish stocked
753-7262.
Call
FREE FOUR Kittens wit&
Nova,
6
cylinder,
759-1221
authorized
2693
after
5
p.
m.
SALES
jantnmatic, law mileage,
no tails. Call 753-966C
INVESTMENT
OP-- pond, driveway, sepStarcraft dealer for both FOR YOUR septic tank
tic tank, utility pole.
CUTLASS
PORTUNITY - Brick
one owner, $795. Call 1 9 74
fold
and
trailers
travel
work•
backhoe
and
$10,000.00.
TWO BEDROOM frame
.SUPREME. Many
duplex_ with each, wk.
489-2595.
;
downs. 1978 • models
needs. Also septic tank
house next to campus.
,
,Ass7 AI,
. Extras. Approximately
having 2. bedrooms ,
arriving. We service
cleaning. Call John
p.
after
5
753-5258
-Call
753-0153
CALL
Challenger,
1970
DODGE
17,500
miles.
Only
inlocated only 4 miles
what we sell. Good
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
_at
.411100:.'Call 753-0464.
terested, partier
from Murray. ,This
"---gerectlarI --et' - used ' 436-2586 or 436-5348.
Call
753-6345.
,
property offers a good
campers. Bank finanBEAUTIFUL coVNraY SMALL FOUR ROOM- 1971-MONTE CARLO 350
•=---return on- investment
cing availa&e.-LOcateci LICENSED 'ELECEst47
.-a charMing
1
2 miles out 111
-Automatic: Burnt
'honse, 4/
and owner Would con1968 _DODGE CAR AMTRICIAN prdmpt ef4 miles East of Murray
spacious residence in a
South. Ideal for 2 people.
Ota-nge with black krinyl
sider financing. Priced
FM, power windows,
on Highway
ficient service. NO job
park like setting of 20/
1
2
top. Factory - WheelP.
Pbbne.723-794K
[".21
to sell fait! Low 20's..
power brakes, eCulse
Call 753-0605.
too small. Call Ernest-Acres. This lovely warm
AM-FM tape deck and
Phone
KOPPERUD
Call
759-1298.
coptrol.
White, 753-0605.
home has 4 bedrooms, 48 Automotive Service
51 Services Offered
tilt wheel, 54,000 actual
REALTY, 753-1222 for
, 21
/
2 baths, separate
. miles. $1500.00. Call 354friendly, courteous real
SHARP 1969 Mustang,. ELECTRICAL WIRING dining room, study, SALE OIL
CONVENIENT LOCATION
filter, $1.49, air
6217.
estate service.
radio and heater. 69,000
family room
with
home or industrial. Call
filter, $1.88 to lit most
piles.
Call
753-0623.
109
N.
13th
Street. A 3 bedroom brick with 2
cathedral
ceiling, 'American or
Charles Cooksey after 6
1915 TRIUMPH Spitfire
LOG CABIN with rustic
irimort
baths, carport, fireplace..Could be used as 2
•
recreation
room
and
p.m.
436-5896.
rachig green, mint
cars. Wallizi..liardware,.
- wood-beamed ceilings,
1976 GRAND PRIX red
apartments. Walking distance of MSU...$29,500.
fireplace. Many extras
condition, low mileage.
Paris.
large. fireplace, . 3
with white half crowg GlirtFAINGBY - :5.
include built-1n book
taffielnbrIt.
fool. Local cat. 13,01* 'Sests continuous gutterC
cases, excellent storage
TIRtE SALE: 'Pit/
d,
Exact Measurements
--end• lots - of charm
miles. Like new. Call
Installed------per your
Questions Answered
inside the home and 2 - 4. ply polyester whits 1977
MERCURY
located near Kentucky
2_5373672.
Professional Advice
-specifications... Call
. .
- - -out
s4-or a ge 'YOUR KEY PEOPLED!REAL ESTATrPremium
gradeRed
with
rftl
:
Ir
k
COUGAR.
e lius new
Doug
Taylor
at
753-2310
INSTALLATION
buildings. Let us show
32 tread depth, 7 rib.
top and white interior
901 ilyammere,
Stroot
•Plione 753-7724
.1971
PONTIAC
GTO,
• an tmllanai...
:
_c91"rhInttY,__
for free estimates.
AVAILABLE •
iou ALL the uniqee
•
guaranteed
against
Air. Like new condition.
for the "um' buyer who
mags,
AM-FM
stereo,
Illarber
of
Multiple
listings
We
May Save You'
details that make this
defective
material,
Call 436-2215.
-wants something diffactory tape, new paint INSULATION_BL.OWN tn.
Guy Spank 753-2517
Vseise Baker, 753-2409-_house suit a value._CalL
Rierjey!!.
kvorkmansbiP__andrroad`Ph,very goodecomftforF
Sears save.on these
JaafilitmUW90r -Prentice Doak 7511101eleti rft Mid
WILL SEa-OR TRADE
or come by 105 N. 12th,
hazard.-A717x/3" $16.06
Ph. 436-21Z4 _
4 teens.
one •KOP1200.4 Call 753-0771. 'high heat and cooling
-I.C.rams firs122
nice- pickup truck.
B
OYD
for
MAJORS
REAL
+
$1.74
FET;
C78x13"
, PERUD REALTY, 753Or 436-2432
bills. Call Doug Tay
Nice 2 door 1957 Chevy,
ESTATE, 753-8080.
$18.94
j94 FET;
1222.
1966 CAB OVER Ford
at
far _free
also 1955 Chevy-2 door
F,71444" 4. -$2.30 OFF,
truck vnth good grain estimates.
„5,
after
100 Acres, 18 miles from
Call
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
hardtop.
FOR BACKHOE and
_ bed and hoist. Cell 753G78x14. or 15"-.- 4aat.143- ..arr
Purdom & Thruman - Rana Landing and-near
-51397:
bulldozing niikE.
-ELECTRIC
WIRING
Lake Barkley. Price
$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
Sonar, - Oct. 9th 1 to 4 p.m.
437-4513 or after 8 p.m.
Insurance & Real Estate $375 yter acre. J. H.
home
and
industrial,
air
CHEVROLET
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85 1950
On Kentucky's Barkley Leke
1972
PONTIAC
3544161
Grand
or
conditioning,
and
354-8138.
Southside Court Square,
a
PICKUP, truck with
Austin Southland Real
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
Prix,
black with Olive
Murray, Kentucky
refrigeration, heating.
Select your lake front lot in this wonderland of sunnew rebuilt motor. Call
Estate, Clarksville, 615$3.13 FET. Wallin
interior. Slot wheels,
MOBILE HOME ANCall 474-8841.
drappled, unspoiled woodland.
753-445-1
753-7948.
552-6831.
Hardware, Paris.
AM-FM radio and tape
CHORS, underpinning,
. „
GENERAL
player.
"All
_
power
and
BACKHOE
patio awnings and roofs
Visit the-HATO:ERAS with it's breath-taking view,
1964 FORD FAITtLANE,_
SALE 36 MONTH car
air. 69,000 setual miles.
work, gravel-hauling
sealed, white or silver.
sliding glass walls opening onto the wrap around
$250. Call 753-3922 after 4
$24
Glover;
Call
Jack
Gaurl-coudition,1925.00.-4,au4'
--deelsrmseeping4awa-le-the-mater,-Drasmaticx•
251
p.111
Wel Sorel
Brand. Wallin HardCall 753-3943.
Beard, 436-2306.
1873 after5 or weekends.
staircase, island kitchen with every conveneince,
*gre, Paris.
heat pump central heat and air, 3 baths, just to
1972 VEGA, power, air,
free Delivery
BUYING A NEW CAR?
ACE HI black top paving„.
=Tie a few of theintriguingfeaturesof this unusual
automatic, also laying
Save money by having
and seal coating. Free
home.
hens. Call 753-5897.
kINSPItRYINB
11estimates.
Call 436-2573.
_
the
facts
first.
Send
3.00
elOrimpbta-moil
sem.
mei
U-Ihrikt
a
buy
Or
as*.
ready
to
Nosrod,
-COLMECIFICIR balk'TI InseLellmate.0111
for
exact
dialer
...cost
right
in
it's
all
there'
cutives
'Move
our
FT
Or,
ussinial• Sira ep to 24x4i0 stareilsnl, hal sill unmet any size
MARK
LINCOLN
:sale. 1980 T-Bled, 2 door 1974
INStkATION SAVES:
quote. List make,
Strop the rust then cams to GM*WA OW bey **best
package - the "TOPSIDER', a glass sided pedestal,
Call 753-4445.
hardtop, original fine
model, name, address
MS. Attics and walls . nestled into the woods, a short, easy walk to the
M BURY PleOfiligli IIMItinte6S 13)4114
car,fully equipped, with
blown. Free estimates. - water. Move right in and enjoy the fall colors. Out-and phone number to
BUICK ELECTRAS 1973
air, baby blue, $2,500.
Call 753:3316.
Box 127 Hardin, Ky. or
side maintenance goes with the package.
exin
both
1975
and
1966- 1-Bird
Town
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
cellent condition. Call., Phone 437-4205 or 354Landau 3 window coupe,
Steam clean one room at - TREES TRIMMED and
8712.
Take Kentucky State they. 274„off hwy 68-80just
753-4445_
rarer-ear,--all
8 cents.per gq. ft: and-we
cut. Call 753-4707.
south
of Cadiz. Follow the Signs
fully equipped with
1977 GREMLIN X exwill clean the hallway
1973
CHEVROLET
leather interior, $2300.
cellent condition, AMfree, limit 4x10. A 10' x
JIMS CUTSOM Picture
pickup • Cheyene Super
Prices are firm. See Bob
-FM
tadio.
10'
Good
room
would
only
be
gas
Framing. 1516 Can502-354-8500
10. Long wheel base,
Nwy.94 East I Mile Out
Cook, Hazel, Ky.
Call 753-1335 or
mileage -$2800.-eall 753- 6terbury Drive; or
Power
sheering
an4
Cadiz, Jean Wilson
Saturdays only. No
Now Has In Stock
_753-0359.
7323.
Sherwin Williams Store.
brakes, air and tilt
phone calls.
502-924-5479
la
all
8
x
10
per
cent
off
wheel. Re-d With black
pictures.
school
pickup,
interior.
DATSUN
Radial
1976
tires.
Chain Saws and Saw Chain
Transmission
red, AM-FM tape, 10,000
needs
WET BASEMENT? We
Tom Reagan Prop.
work. Call 354-6206 after
Miles. Wheels. Call 753meke- seat ham/nitrite- 4 p. m.
1820 atter 5.
dry, wotk completely
• guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route, 2,
Box 409A. PaducalcKy.
We have buyers now for
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
.Nice homes with ae-reage-

,
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311°

49 Used Cars & Trucks

FREE._ •

CARPET
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EAST _SIDE

Ruth Ryan, REALTOR

SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
LOMBARD

11111111111111111I
HELP WANTED!!!

eal
cEstat

'Vacant land
.Homes selling in the teens
*Homes selling from $20,000 to $30;000
.Homes up to $40,000
.4 bedroom home

Realtor Pat Mobley
_ PURDOM

and THURMAN REAL ESTATE

EMINENT DOMAIN
A home may be a man's ntal use of your property.
castle, but even the king of Only the amount of the
his castle hg little clout it his properly which is necessary
propetl's rieedld for for the intended pubtic use
public use - be it urban may be taken away from
renewal, schools or pubic ru.el. there is only a partial
highways. The prOc,5S
taking, you are entitled to.
known as eminent domain. the (Reference between the
It is the power built into the fair market value of your
federal' and all state con- whole property before the
stitutions to take private partial taking and the fair
property for public use upon market value Of the

OVERLOOKING COUNTRY CLUB
Rare opportunity to own property overlooking
- the lovely manicured Murray Country Club-golf course. Three bedroom brick home, large stock
:--barrrand 18.72 beautiful acres with over 2,300
-feet of-fairway-frontage. Exmllent development
potential or an exclusive country estate hir the
discriminating property buyer. This is truly an
Unusual offering. Don't miss .this - phone us
today;
40.

KOP ERUD
REALTY

payment of "just com- remaining part of your land
pensation" which has been after the taking.
interpreted by the courts to
mean lair market value."
Your land is deemed to be

Consulting with peopii
shout their real estate neetk
taken even,though you may Is our specalty. Omii by Purdom & Tliunnan on the

ekirsicalk. rusedvett.

air ifak

of it. It is a taking if you are Mobley 753-4451 or, 753our-. Mil Were here mimic"
slimphedepriverk-01

711 Main

7534222

George Gailogaef 7111179
An1irier/117,52-4-11'
Nan Patterson 124302_ Bill Kopper...1 733.1222

you have any of the above and will sell,
urn OS at 753-1651 -•

If

)

:
tt
4P
'
,
1417 $1%
7
W'

412 Sou* 12th St.
fina.Kniglit
Sent Keiriki
Patsy fai*
_
•

Murray, ky. .
. •

753-4910
753-4910
753-6376

Anna Requarth 153-2477
1536016
lele Reed _
Pat Armsfroef '436-2174

Rai Roberts

436-5650

MUM

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.

-

NO MANSION, BUT
QUITE A HOUSE.

This comfortable 3 bedroom bock home has had mar
velous carol Carpeted throughout. cheerfully papered
and decorated and spotlessly clean Located at lag?
College -Form Read on a large lot with tots 'at trees
See without delay $29 500

HAVING TROUBLE
getting, those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

BOYD-MAJOR

GF.NERAI, ROME
remodeling. framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-80'51
or 1-362-4895.
naVe you always wanted a
real LOG NsjiIi: or a
aomens, huh' Flow about
'making Jpur present house
your dream hone"
•
call

'Roy Hamar 7
753-41 24

REAL ESTATE
105 N. 12th Street
753-8080 -

't-'

--

MEMB

-The Professional Office -•

with the
Friendly Touch"

Andre Moody
753-9034
Ilariers Irwin
753-4134..
.Warren Shropshire
753-8277
, Neuter Miller
753-7519
moody,,,, 1S1-9034 •
Hook
010--- Iresiosa
753-2317
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Mason's Chapel Plans Service

I Funerals I 'Enrichment' Courses
David Judson Ellis Set For Senior.§,
Dies; Was Father
Freshmen At msu
Of Mrs: Beaman

The Personal Enrichment interviewed, by companies.
The series will focus on:
Center of Murray State
David Judson Ellis, father Wniversity has set two courses Personal skill assessment, the
of Mrs. Harold (Betty ) geared for freshmen and resume, letter of application,
_ Beaman of Murray, died seniors, a spokesman for the ,interview and follow-up
Wednesday at 10:45 p.m. at his department announced today. procedures. Each participant
"How'qo Take Control Of may submit a letter 'of aphome, 118 Latham Avenue,
Hopkinsville. He was 65 years Your Qwn Life," primarily for PTI-Offen and resume for
freshmen, is a six-week series realistie-ft.edback by corn-.
of age.
The deceased was the vice- of lessons designed to help the petent professionals; a limited
president of the Planters Bank young person plan for a number of practice interviews
and Trust Company at. successful life with a self- will be arranged. TheHopkinsville. He was a confident approach, will begin meetings will be helii in Room
208 Faculty Hall on Thursdays
member of the First Baptist on October 13.
The classes are non credit, from 10:50 until 11:20 a. m.,
Church and was president of
4H WEEK PROCLAIMED - The week of Oct. 2-8 has been observed locally as well as
the Diabetic Association, both non tutition and'will be taught October 13 through November
across the nation as 4H week. Present for a recent ceremony proclaiming the occasion
at Hopkinsville.
Thy Sondra Ford of the 20. They will be coordinated
Thurman,
Lanette
Mr. Ellis is survived by his Counseling and Testing Center by
here were; left to right, Urue Sledd, Deena Cunningham, Dana Cunningham, Trisha
of
Lanette Thurman, Assistant Professor
wife, Mrs, Louie Beavers and
Clark Judge Robert 0. Miller, Raymond Grady,, David Grady, Lisa Hale and Marjorie
''BUsiness'andMirector'of the
Ellis, Hopkinsville; two Director of the'
Grady.
Photo by Jennie B. Gordon
daughters, Mrs. Harold Enrichment Center in Ord- Personal Enrichment Center.
on
floor)
(first
and
Hall
way
Betty ) Beaman, Murray,
for .
Mrs. William -Ashley% Harden Thursday* 4:30-5:30 p.
Concord,Cal.; one sister, Mrs. six week's OCtober 13--•
Milton Austin, and one l'hvember 20. ,
For seniors, "The Embrother, John Ellis, both of
Hollie Alderdice will be the
Nashville, Tn.; • four grand- ployment Process," is a,series
guest speaker it the Coles
children including Charles
Camp
Ground
United
and Carol Beaman of Murray.
Methodist Church on Sunday,
The funeral is being held opportunities for employment
earlier.
expected
••Process-gas" customers' October 9, at the regular
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
today at two p.m. at the First are available early in October With better than expected
He said the company had curtailments for the rest of the
morning worship services to
Baptist Church, Hopkinswille-.- and-- November. Business, -supplies of natural gas on. -PlalitiOd terIter-ta' ask winter will be _determined
be held at ten a.m.
being
in
already
the
Burial will follow
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Sunday, October 9, will be
Recognition Sunday and Laity
Day for the members of
Maspn's Chapel _United
Methodist Church, according
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pastor.
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Issues In Chrisman

Liberty Church To

Mrs. Collins DiesAt DetrOit With

Funeral On Monday

Ussiter Speaker
_ At Two Churches-

-UtvarylenWTo

Hear Two-Speakers

Ledbetter Church
Plans For Revival

—
will be recognized and
thanked by the congregation,
Rev. Martin said. Frank Cole
will present members for
•.
recognition.
The theme of the worship
service will be God's "Choser.
People." The Laity, the people
of the church instead of a paid
clergyman, will. , lead the
worship service. Jimm),
Myatt will be the liturgist.
Louise Shoemaker and
Katherine Chrismen will be
the speakers using 1 Peter 2- 9-10 as the text for the morning
service.

Campaign For Mayor
The office of mayor is no longer a part-time job
because the complexities of local government have"
creased tremendously during recent years,-It is a fifty
to sixty hour work week and I have the time, energy
and determination to properly-xarry out the duties of
-that office. My opponent will not have the time 4ecause he has a 75% work load obligation to his employer. He
, also operates two trailer courts which require ,some
time and attention.
The mayor must belreadily available to the public,
and to the department heads of the city because the activities, detisions„ emergencies and any number of
meetings are every day demands. A part-time mayor
simply cannot meet all of those demands and a
telephOne call to a Classroom will not obtain the
- necessary or proper action in many instances. The
availability of the mayor is far more _important than
the public-may realize_
I have the:tiaW ray:opponent wiatitiaot,
,
Please Clip
Other issues to follow

H.Ed Chrisman

-Paid for By Chrisman Campaign Fund For Mayor. Forrest Priddy,-tressurer

Come To Our

Serviceslianned_
At Sinking Spring
Church On Sunday
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor.
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at the eleven a. m. and
seven p. m. worship services
on Sunday, October 9.
No Other Friend" will be
sung by the Adult Choir,
directed by Tommy Scott with
Mrs. Scott as pianist and Mrs.
Jim-- Neale as organist.
Raymond Crawford, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning service.
The youth choir will meet at
5:30 p. m.for practice and will
sing in the evening service.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
six p. m. Volunteer nursery
workers will be Mrs. Betty
Gentry, Miss Regina Gentry,
and Mrs. Bera Wells.
Mrs.
The Rev. and
Williamson will have open
house at the parsonage from
2:30 to 4:30,p. m. on Sunday.
Friends of the Williagison
family and Sinking Spring
church are invited to attend.

Free film
from
Polaroid.

---,Buy-three paCks of- Polaroid Type 108 or Type 88
Polacolor 2 film at our low price and Polaroid will
send you a fourth pack free except for $.50 postage
and handling.'

1978 Cars from
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POLAROID TYPE 88
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The American Legion and
Auxi,liary will meet Monday,
October 10, at seven p. m. at,
the Legion Hall at South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
All members are urged to
attend as plans for the country
bait benefit brrakfost
Saturday. October 22. will be
discussed, a spokesmern-weree.

(From 8a.m. Wednesday through
1st Prize - $100 Cash
2p.m. CDTSaturday)
2nd Prize - $25 Worth of Gas
3rd Prize - Quilt Lined Dodge Jacket

POLAROID TYPE 108

Legion And Auxiliary
Plans Monday Meeting

Stop In And View Our

One entry per customer (you must be 11 years or older to enter)
(Note: In case of a tie, the earliest entry will be declared the winner with the
later dated entry to be declared the winner of the next prize in line, if any.)
No obligation - you need not be present to win

Poiaro,o Type 8.8.t,,,Ic•
r,ctures

Olclurs
•

$472 SINGLE
PACK

$372 SINGLE
PACK

CHRYSLER

Jim Fain
Motors
810 Sycamore, Murray 153-0632

RING or VALUES
_
-

For every entry we will donate
25 to the Calloway County
Football Team and an additional 25 to the Murray High
School Band'

